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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

8/28/80

The

President

has

asked that you

review the attached speech and
return your comments as. soon as
po ssible.
This speech will be
delivered
should

at

2:00

PM.

All comments

be returned no later than

12:00 NOON to my

office.

Please

do.not dist�ibute this speech to
anyone.

Thanks.

Rick Hutcheson
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Economic Future
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This is a time of economic testing

sharply.

v: as
Clt\�{.'(,t,

Inflation

�e

The recession is near bottom

also

a

time of opportun1ty

build in a progressive way

]

[e-e] a

et.J,&.\4DU

will recover.

.ewt- +L. s;�

�s

fallen

d.U..
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If we choose,

� �"
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we can

fut ure in which America will

innovate and grow more vigorously than any time since our first

industrial revolution over 100

According to a well-known

years ago.

Chinese proverb, ."A journey of

a thousand miles begins with a single step."

The steps

I am proposing today wili put people back to work,

J
·� tva'll

.

reduce taxes, and increase p ublic and private investment

�rieiJ --

t,_�- 4 let �'J
�o in ways that will

w
and do

more competitive,

(
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tlolM

make

�
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our countr
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more

and more prospe:tous�c.A....,
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But such progress will be possible only if we regard the past
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not as a refuge in which to hide --

but as a treasury of lessons

from which to learn.

Let us consider some of

those lessons:

First -- we cannot treat only the symptoms of inflation and

ignore their underlying causes.

pa-y- for

imported oil

fending

this
stepjO<!d]

$85 b1111on

1s a h emorrhage that must be

second -- inflation and recession breed more of

�

£.we merely escape f:ro'R!

a prisone� of

one

year 4:o

each other.

to the other we will remain forever

bo��

Third -- the longer we ignore our decline in productivity
\1\1-"G

(as

j,

statistics in the abst�e:c

hard times

the

���

(!_Ofl§Cl?

\:e

�

�

lvil�

J..o

live with

[.� real i Ly J

The fourth lesson -- and it may be most

important of all --

is that if a solution is politically attractive,

economically wrong.

it is often
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s� imulati on now wonl d be like oeP:ing up a doable helping of

des.s.G-£t

;?
t

instead of

the balaneed diet America needs

rot teal growth

Now -- in the heat of an election year -- is not the time

s� C] "'-"t
�

l�n9] fo-� votes

appea
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�ass;; ima,
,

with

d

aaross= th.Q-bOiil.

J;::J tax

cuts that will only rob back in inflation the few dollars the

'
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��rage

muscle,

[lJ,S

not add fat.

I

will not accept a pre-election tax

proposal,

and

�

I know from e perienc

cut.

� }:h

ere are no simple,

and appealing solutions to serious problems that have built

up o ver long periods of time.

t el-l yeu

�

America needs to build

President I have to cons j der carefully every respe R� ible

•econom1c

easy,

��--

workin"9J American would get.
/\
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t-tfiere were,

tfiey r,.1ould have be�Sn dooQ long ago

good sense should
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But there are responsible ways to create real jobs without

re-igniting inflation.

p

There are res onsible ways to restore

our technological and competitive lead in the world.

There are
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responsible ways to l;}tlHd an economy strong enough to guarantee

]
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for every American.

The fundamental challenge to our economy in the 1980s

is

�h

to create f ull employment,

e faudamentel answer

s table prices ,

and real growth.

is 'ee 'jet America working

that attack our energy dependence and declining productivity

the major causes

of inflation and reces s ion in the firs t plac

The Economic Paper and fact s heets

f orth meas ures

I

will as k the Congres s
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we are releas ing s et

to enact next year.

There are two broad categories :

we

will inves t in revitalizing America's

s o we can produce

more,

s ell more,

we will help people and communities

11rc:tf�i:l
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-
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in ways

economy -

and employ more.

make economic

that reduce rather than rekindle

inflation.
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we
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t:ak

e actions

I

am recommending

today
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will

million jobs

a half million jobs

by the end of

1982.

in the coming

year and one
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the normal recovery and our other new programs will provide.
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ece-nolldC renewal ptogr

�will

add

2 per cent growth to the GNP,

for an overall advance of 8 per cent to 9
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to
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inflati
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per cent over two years.
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increaseJ\by 10 per cent
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tlie ptugram
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rQdHGtion iR b1:1�iness cos
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it willAhelp
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We must

vital areas.

progress �e have already made in many

In the last 3

/(l�e,t/4-

1/2 years, we have added 8 million
�

new men and women to America's job rolls -- more than at any other

such period of time in our history.

exports have grown by over 8

eoAtrol

of

]

;,i..t.s real

per cent a year.

j} And

fed,.ral spend-tn
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growthA[t;.Om 4
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The volume of America's
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1.1(.

with the new budgetA will
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per sent to 2 per

hotf]
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ce11e

anti-competitive regulation of the

airlines,

trucking, rail, banking, and com munications industries.
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The reforms we have already made will save more than $10 billion

�J year
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and cut 15

per cent from the

any reg ulations are essent1al

to overhaul

eontinue

burden of

j

we have p ut in place

imports by 20 per cent
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Now,

so
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national energy policy
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Above all,
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innovation,
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and more

long range

planning.

more participation in decisions,
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iesJ and political courage.
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so we can make more,

s uccessfully

And that is what

in its industry,

we are going to do --

i n its underlying str ctures,

�f&

First,

We

because it does.

around the world.

.

�

� t:,
i)

and earn more.

I.

all

a-re meeting oyr_ 9ACrEJy l'l:eee

p oductiv ity,

more,

"]

and

its people

Industrial Revitalization

bu siness,

��t�·

� k 6AI(

decade Qhefl the velt1Hte of needed

as if our national life depended on it --

sell

r1\1 u..

sense.

i1rves tment is Ejreatet: than any otfier ti):ll.e in oqr Ris�er:

m ust meet

tot.

/f4!

labor,

and government

!J

with each o ther aAJ start cboperatiR

We are all in this
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and the sooner we start acting

In some areas,

must be the leade

�

\
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the bet

like it,

__

.. �lf&.1 �
government �e �
A

such as national security,

But in the economic sphere government

functions best' not as a boss or a provider but as a partner

� CAM
with business and labor.

the

coal,

{!Q

are

� J tM..t..

and auto industries,

steel,

� c::u..e.

•

proving tbie

as

iR

ettr

d �.j
\IS

�

�

with

well as in every aspect

of our energy program.

�

et us now m �e to replace c

lict

throughout our economy

greater sharing
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tRQ best

that
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Industrial Revitalization

American labor,

I w i 11

e stab 1 ish

paths tq a

aal�:

l � &Is
Board f!!a•tf'l ft:OI� the

Jot i� fi 1 eve

best minds

industry and the p ublic.
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for
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�
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I will ask that Board

for an

Industrial

9 -

to develop

specific recommendations

Development Authority to mobilize both public

and private resources,

including

pension

funds;

to revitalize

;

American industry and to help areas most affected

dislocation.

by economic

The Board will also consider the integration of

industrial development activities n ow carried. out in various

g overnment agencies,

and the

regulatory costs and benef

long-range

� 't{

problems of

balancing

I will insist that any project receiving financial

assistance meet tough standards

of economic

viability.

Only a

partnership that promotes progress -- not obsolescence -- will

be truly in the interests of

business,

labor,

and the American

people.
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!most twenty
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years ago President John F.

"Obsolescence is slowing down our

growth,

abroad.

productivity, and worsening

Nothing

American

can reverse our balance o

newest

machinery and equipment canno

the highest

most efficient manner."

quality in

passed

The measures

for

then

increased product ivity

is time to act again.

many

America

its workers to produce and compete

machine y, anymore than we can ask our

ob solete

�C!f

weapon

depreciation allowances

and equipmen

products of

I

to

will

military

with outmoded

to defend us

propose a major increase in the

promote investment in modern plants
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o
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to firms that have no
,
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new

plants and equipment,

and beginning businesses,

Therefore,

I

�11

are in precisely

PC"bfo"- 1tU_+

recommeue

the investment tax credit
�

take the major

ue

�

�iu;tial:ltYJ

refundable.

im mediate help to industries most in need of modernization

such

new

as steel and automobiles.

It

will also be of special h

growing firms and to small businesses --

�,�\
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1

to

an important source

of both technological

the government trying to pick

is the

able

government
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workers.

The Social
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effect in 1981
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Security tax
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�redue
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the cost of hiring

increase scheduled

to take
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Social
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fight inflatio
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Security tax credit for employersA�

Because it lowers costs,

anpth�r

uill reqt�ire.a

To complement the efforts in the private

which the tax changes will help stimulate,

increase public investment --

energy,

�and

this step also helps us

Felfilalizativii of Ameticail indaslty

�

of

will

�

dedjcated partnershi

sector

I

4f-tdfov' WQY�

·

propose a

iJ

t echnology,

we

must also

especially in the crucial areas

transportation,

and exports.

Our energy program for the 1980s is the most massive

peacetime undertaking in American history .

ranging from the hundreds of thousands who will

be immense

work

in

�s3£u lt.i

eillioR eJolla

millions of individuals who are

t_a}

�

�ft>W
\. (�I \)

s lar

cars

------

Its impact will

t

-fA.

w-ater

heah!J,

a

synthetic fuel plants to the

weatherizing

{:l:leig

homes,
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or building our new fuel-efficient
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Since

I took office,

we have more than doubled direct spending

for energy

production and

conservation
;

$.5

hi llion in 1920

credits

�l'i-Ae:J �e hav�

to stimulate energy

addition,

$4

enacted

total of S6me

a

billion in tax

In

production and conservation.

$20

we have appropriated

synthetic fuels industry,

to

£:

billion to create a major new

$10

and we are seeking

billion

to convert

�·J.e. 14t w-e
�oaay, I
proposing te3 add
'I

utilities from oil to coal.

another

$1

am

Uw- Jllf.atr,�

billion for energy conservation•
4

Technological advance has

the productivit y growth of

�

can

tax

the

�G

�.

�,J�c&

en rel!ipgns ible :Eo

United

� nearly

(tr ogl"illlt

fn

enooura�e� iR61:lf3try

�I

�
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ahead. [�

�

Cl.

technology,

half

States in this century
,

create literally millions of jobs in the years

� l.U\{Wu

almost

t� investVn �pply.iR� the

1�

am proposing

J

latest

a.4s �li ..P

ach�e�

€1@

per:

ceu

t_\ real

growth

in federal support of basic research.

Mark Twain once said,

"An American is a person who does
(
i

things because they haven't been done before."
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possibilities for Americans in the 1980s range from lasers

for surgery to bio-chemistry that makes metal alloys last

forever -- from exotic energy technologies to microchips that

will make computers as common as radios and as compact as

cJ'��
�tu--kuJA.;o 4
We�f-i ll develop
greater partne:r:�hit=>
4-

wristwatches.

government,
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·
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,
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a

and the universities

industry,

.
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ad vances

,
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anything our
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far.
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Transportation
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is- eqnal 1 y essent j al
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qYickly .;md efieaply- --

@n

is the difference between jobs and

people -- and between weakness �

Ad ministration proposals for

transit,

=

The difference between a broken-down

highway or a dying railroad

�

next generation of American/

JtWl I I mote
and
�ierwe
ei���aRS-���o±���rr�mo��L�h�
•a&Rn���a�t
···

�

amoWij

joblessness for thousands of

our nation.

major funding increases for mass

air transportation and railroad assistance programs are

already pending before Congress.

Thes�should be enacted and
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$600 million for surface transportation programs.A There is

,?�
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no more essential investment in America's future.

�

Kpo£ts ate !lot Just "-the homerttR� and

statistical tmll game --

,.. abroad

6.5

they

9

per cent.

ld-J.�

jobs and

trA\.J �" -t...
o.f

game]

�r

this year they will

p�-�utt;J.f,., �r-ev. ,4J411�
to �tlpport

the growth

and public partnership to

� ·�da:c·ieb 1o f111atcoal exports,

pow&rfl:ll economic fat ce in· the.

II.

buy

Exports accounted for about

ti UJoL .
mHlfft �l-eJ Va private

��
wort facilities for
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to

�

upgrade

co.al

can afford

we

QOReintle aggressively
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This increase has been an essential source

�J�

� OW\ i\(a6.

export�

U.S

0.

{: ...will

.

touchdowns of same

per cent of our GNP when I took office;

be about

of

are the ba.J J

in terms of 'Jl=lat

t:/./,

&ill

helt3 make

worls)

Helping Communities and People

As we work together on

issues of economic renewal,

talking about real people

the maaaj'�

problems and intricate

we must never

in real places.

forget that we are

There must be change

'.

/
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if

l::s�:

to grow.

But as

we cope with change,

it is also

my responsibility as President to safeguard communities that

are a valuable part of our national life --

lives of the men,

women,

and the individual

and children who are America.

That is the whole thrust behind one of the most important

programs of my Presidency --

E

areas.

it

economic development in distressed

hat may oetmd like a distant federal J?n�gram,

actually the eeHeer ef a n�al eefftmaBity's life

is

'stares, offices 1

fact�]

b.ut

its.

People cannot 1 ive where there

i s no work.

We can be proud that direct government support for economic

k,c

development has increased by nearly

�

�

action

areas.

�

40 per cent

�J.;���
$675

We have instituted a
�

�;�

�ill�

-llc, {JA4 f

(2 iAee

.3 c?cus .

I too}{

�

an developme t

grant program to stimulate private investment in distressed

�A

J

aaditi&R

funding

has more than doubled.

The

for programs to promote small business

Congress now has before it my proposal
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billion in new economic development financing.

I will propose adqitional economic development program

levels of

billion for FY

$1

'81

and

billion for FY

$2

either tlu:oti�fi existing B:ejenciea or for

[--in

t'Lu3

£:

uew Industrial
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��fu...t �t o.....-tkcl\.i�
c
--J

D�velopment Author-tt

�J -tL.

e:

'82.

With these funds,

the

Federal Government

partnersl:lip with private and stale and lo al capit-al

will create new

�-l

t:odtictiv:JjobS[Pporttinitie3

in industries and

regions hard hit by industrial changes.

also propose a special targeted

credit

+o

of

"'��J
in areas

$1

�t&41

billion a

CAUtc..�

�.f.

These

l ife.
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l\[?r e

year
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higb. unemplgy�e� threatened by economic decline.

measures stimulate
A

business to enter a community's

But when a city or town

it cannot

..

investment tax

maintain good police,

is in financial

fire,

distress -- when

or sanitation services

-£.u,..

.;...teA..
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it loses both new and old

In order to help com munities

industry.

maintain the services necessary to promote development,

I will

propose funding for countercyclical revenue sharing at a level

of

$1

billion in

l ,
0/''l

1981.

An exciting futu e of positive industria

change will

create vast new opportunr

new skills.

for

We care about

not just how industries do.

the way lives

we are

and training,

r basic and vocational edu

support

My

and

major new domestic program this year is a

$2

billion

��� .r.:�:d���: �:;-g,r;:�� ': �� � :rv � �

d.,f.s,.

a..
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young people

:::s"

so

tl:J.ey <:

mevelop

a'i5J

sasie litgrae�

b

g

9

e

lkM � u.t I J

and ffiatheffiatical ski�ls

look forward to a future of hope,

UJc.,. .�

of

waste.

bill.
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not a life

help us pass this
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resources

is

re.J oca.tiflg

I am

an

:millioR t5 en p eR d

for training and upg rading s kills of

particularly

oL Labor

�"'"- ,/
additiona.J $300

��

reqneating

+t.t
[!fiose \vfio

moan t 1 ng

J

a!"e most

proJects

wot ket s in high

workers,

['!].he

disadvantaged.

to des tg li aid in

unefflployftleflt

DepartFRent

r etr aiuing or

i.rfia.sJ

also transmitting -- now -- a legislative proposal

to the Congress which would provide

weeks of

�

J.,"Ji /,1..

unemployment compensation during the recession to

states,

�

The Social 5ecat ity

tax

high unemployment

�CI

meet the

job and oeed

individuals,

economic gror.1th,

�re a·1 t'
<;
•

low

thus help to keep consumers

aud

an�

In add1t1on,

income

. �ere

·

·

families,

is auelohet

and tl>ot is tRe
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I

in

quali£ie�tio

increase will iRsrease taK
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from aiding
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addre• sed,

oday families where
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and wife work typically

pay more in taxes than two

single individuals making the same amount.

H

·At.cJttJJ.

m .;u;-r; ia�e

counter

anfair J\

is

This tax peAalty o�

We will offer a special tax deduction to

�-���{!:Qnal ]

that

ty.
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For any nation's economy,

the roughest times are the

For our nation,

t imes of great change.

this is one of those

times.

Gpe

questioA is not whether we can avoid this transition

-- we camtot.

The question

is how

we

will emerge from it.

ThQ.... ans,,er to that quest ion '"'ill measure the

vision

of

our �eapJe ana

leaders�

firmly on the future -- and

result

441

will be

"

L¥,,1-..,
t;rne
a

�".

If

'

mat:tl r ity

and

we can keep our eyes

meet our problems head-on -- the

�"'�

turning point for our

economy and our

n ation.

Let us not forget this

country of ours still has the
,
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most

productive
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work force on earth.

is the highest in the world.

greatest
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built) in

Our standard of living

Our industrial base is the

world history.

We have the greatest

human and physical resources of any nation on earth.

cannot draw on those resources forever.

and we w

ilyl t

of coal,

We must renew them --

1

we are embarking

fuels industry,

But we

on a course to build a major synthetic

to double our

production and expand the export

to retool our automobile industry to produce more

fuel-efficient cars,

to modernize our basic industries,

to make

our existing housing and buildings and factories more energy

efficient,

to shift our electric power generation from oil to

coal and other fuels,

to create a new industry to produc�

and other renewable energy systems,

towns,

solar

to rebuild our cities and

to continue progress toward a cleaner and healthier

and safer environment,

transportation,

to expand and modernize our public

to provide and retain millions of jobs,

to ease
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the

burdens

of change,

and to continue to build the houses and

produce the goods and services needed

(!)�

tin

rlvtAfrl..t..

ey�

·
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j

pre��es

by a growing America.

toward economic

our own great human

upon foreign experiences

from all sectors of

and will be --

ee����ro���HH�����nTI��mm��S€�
be waged on many fronts,

will

but we are united in our purpose.

/7

J /�

�
We

will put Americans to work

fighting the major long term

causes of inflation itself -- our declining productivity and

our

dependence on

foreign oil.

We will fight for a future of full employment,

prices,

o f stable

and of health y growth.

we will overcome the problems of today by building for

a

better

future -- responsibly,

#

#

aggressively,

#

and together.
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Statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Council

Draft

on
Reindustrialization

August

,

1980

Chicago, Illinois

The future economic health of the nation requires a strong industrial base
to produce the goods America needs and wants.

What remains of America's indus-

trial base is being buffeted by a variety of forces as the nation continues to
slip closer to a service-dominated economy.
It is time for the government to take the lead in developing a new partnership with labor and business to help reestablish a growing, diversified and secure
industrial economy.
The modernization of existing plant and equipment and the creation of new

r

[

r1

capacity are needP.d in many industries.
of labor,

This will require the combined efforts

business and government to design and implement a comprehensive re-

industrialization p rogram.
trial activities,

The effort must include a broad spectrum of indus-

so that America will have a diversified industrial capacity to

meet its basic needs and to protect the security of the nation.

To plan s uch

a program will require the cooperation of the ma j or economic forces in the country
and to implement it will require large amounts of capital.
The AFL-CIO urges the creation of a tripartite National Reindustrialization
Board,

consisting of representatives of the government,

labor and industry, which

would recommend the priority and magnitude of reindustrialization to be undertaken
in vario�s industrial sectors and geographic regions,

in light of the national

economic and security interests.
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The Board should have appropriate tripartite industrial and regional subcommittees to review the special needs of specific industries,

as well as the

particular problems faced bygeographic regions.
The Board should review industrial development and the various factors
affecting such development.

The Board should seek to forestall·shortages or

bottlenecks that might have inflationaryrepercussions.

In the process,

the

Board could also playan important role in reviewing inflationaryforces that
might be evidenced in_the particular industrial sectors.
The Board should also be empowered to direct the activities of a Reindustrialization Financing Corporation (RFC),

which would make or guarantee loans

or participate in loans made byprivate lenders to finance reindustrialization
projects approved bythe Board.
The RFC should have access to both public and private funds to enhance
its lending capability.

Specific provision should be made for pension funds

to invest part of their assets in the RFC.

Pension investments should be

guaranteed, however, as to their safetyand return in order to meet the criteria
established bythe "prudent man"·rule.
The RFC should invest in private anq quasi -public ventures through direct
loans,

loan guarantees and below market rate financing,

and should supplement

and complement existing public investment programs in building and developing
facilities that serve as industrial infrastructure and encourage development.
In addition to the funds appropriated byCongress, the RFC

should also

have the power to use tax policyas a tool for reindustrialization.

This will

require structuring business tax policyin terms of precise and planned goals
bymaking the tax incentives more flexible and selective,
the-board.

rather than across-

-3-

For example, the RFC should have the authority to determine and allocate
business tax incentives, such as investment tax credits and depreciation
allowances,

to particular firms on the basis of need and individual certificates

of necessity.
Since the RFC should receive funds through the appropriations process and
a specific tax allotment, the Congress would maintain oversight responsibility.
Yet the expertise of public and private parties would be brought together to
solve the nation's economic problems.

At the same time, the experience in

particular segments of industry could be monitored and evaluated.
While individuals and business will remain unfettered in terms of making
their own business decisions, the granting of additional governmental funds and
tax reductions will be based upon the general national interests.
Any reindustrialization policy must take account of the problem of plant
closings.

The devastating effects on workers and their communities from unannounced,

sudden plant shutdowns and relocations should be eased by legislation that should
require:

advance notification, financial assistance to workers,

and basic empl oyee

protections of transfer rights, relocation expenses; severance pay, continuation
of pension and health care benefits and job retraining.

A reindustrialization program will require the cooperation and participation
of everyone in s ociety:

taxpayers,

through the government, would bear the burden

of direct and indirect financial outlays; business would invest capital in needed
expansion and modernization, and the pension funds of workers would also be
used to invest in future economic health for the nation.
Only through true cooperative action,
of government, labor and industry,
be achieved.

reflecting a balance of the interests

can the reindustrialization program objectives

The success of the program is vital for each of the interests

concerned and for the nation as a whole.
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SUH1'1ARY OF DECISIONS
Approve
Tax Components of the Program
A. Constant Rate Depreciat ion
B. Refundable Investment Tax Credit*

30% Refundable
50% Refundable
C.

Targeted Investment Tax Credit

D. Credit for Social Security Taxes Paid
E.

Liberal ization of Earned Income Tax Credit

F. Reduction of Marriage Penalty *

10% Exclusion Immediately
5% Exclusion 1982� 10% after 1981
..,
?
G. Hardship Exclusion for Americans Working
Abroad
Spending Comoonents of the Program
A. Investment in Economic

1.

Expansion of EDA*

2.

Increased F unding for Scientific Research
& Technological Development
""

3.

Increased Federal Highway Obligat
Leve 1

1../ttP;. " vl/,e.
�

WfMtd?

B. Increased Funding for Energy Conservation
C. Human Resources

: �.- '
·�)',

·

·
:·
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1.

Positive Adjustment Assistance

2.

Industry/Government Cooperative Proj.

3.

Federal Supplemental Be efi t �

4.

CETA Title II-B/C(Training)*

5.

CETA Title VII (Private Sector Init.)*

6.

CETA Title IV (Youth Programs)*

v

Demonstration Project
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Disapprove
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Approve
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D.

Countercyclical Revenue Sharing

$500 million level
$1 billion level
Industrial

*

These items in disagreement
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Disapprove

Funds

Private Pension Funds
.
. .

' ,.

,.

Net Change

1977

1978

1979

.2
11.2

2.6
4.5
5.4
5.4
.4
-.5
1 7.8

5.6
5.3
2.1
5.9
.6
.1
19 6

-1.3
1 3.1
2.8
5.7
.5
.4
21.2

1.5.3

/3,t;

1'1. J"'

11. 7

1976

Outstanding

1 979

<.:,

'
,

'·

Bank Deposit s & Currency

::: Cor porate Equity

.. U.S � . Gov't Securities
. Corporate Bonds

:

Mortgages
Miscellaneous
. Total

L·,t� I��.
State & Local Gov't Funds

Bank Deposits & Currency
Corporate Equity

u.s. Gov't Securities
Corporate Bonds
Mortgages
State & Local Oblig.

Source:

7.3
3.9
-.3

.

Net Change

1976

1977

1978

1979

3.1
3.1
5.3
.2
1.4
13.1

.3
3.7
5.6
5.6
.5
.2
15.9

1.1
2.7
6.4
8.6
.7
.4
19.9

1.3
4.5
7.5
5. 7
7
•

19.7

Flow o f Funds estimates from SEC and Census surveys.
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10.6
136.4
25.4
55.2
3.5
5.8
9
2

\ , ;:. e, 5
Outstanding

1979

3. 7
43.6
32.1
86.2
9.4
4.0
179.0
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
WASHINGTON

August 24,

1980

Electi;ostatlc Copy M�de
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

for Prstt�rva�t�on PI!Jrpo�H

Charlie SchultzeCL>

FROM:

Subject:

Your meeting with Lane Kirkland
1
1
and the proposed 1 RFC 1

You asked for a few lines on this subject.
I.

What Lane wants
I have only heard Lane describe his ideas once several

months ago, and so I may not have the latest version. I don't
think he has yet gone beyond a very general concept to the
specifics.
But essentially he would like something with the
following characteristics:

1.

A semi-public corporation which can mobilize private
funds (probably through loan guarantees and interest
subsidies) for 11Socially desirable investments .
. .

2.

Among other things, the socially desirable investments
would involve regional projects to restore specific
areas, and assistance to important industries that
There might be other
are having difficulties.
objectives.

3.

Presumably such a corporation would need only modest
budget support as backup for its loan guarantees and
perhaps for interest subsidies.
A large volume of
investment could be influenced at relatively small
budget cost.

4.

Very importantly, he sees this as a way to mobilize
the pension funds controlled or influnced
by unions for investments in 11socially desirable.. ways.
Right now there is no way these funds can be 11prudently 11
invested outside the normal commercial ventures.

5.

I think Lane contemplates that there would be some union
representation on the board of directors of the new
corporation.
I am sure he sees this as a means by which
the AFL-CIO could have an important voice in directing
the flow of investment and resources in the nation.

- 2 II.

What are the dangers in this approach

Private business investment in plant
Economic problems
1.
and equipment now runs at about $270 billion a year.
It is the
engine of change for

a

$2-1/2

trillion economy.,

and living standards necessarily means change.

Growth of productivity
New industries wax

and old ones wane.
Poor regions begin to blossom and grow faster
than older richer ones.
Change is painful.
We

We have

programs to ease

can improve and give them more resources.

its burden.

But the more

we try to stop change,

the more we try to protect existing

locations,

and wage scales against the winds

industries,

of change the more we frustrate the very goal we now seek
-- a revitalized American industry.

2.

Political problems. If we set up a new semi-public insti

tution that can mobilize and direct the use of large amounts of
private capital, we run into a major dilemma.
If the new institution is closely controlled by the

A.

Executive Branch,

its decisions necessarily become

all kinds of political pressures,

subject to

especially from the Congress.

National investment decisions are then continually subject to the
same kinds

of pressures that made it impossible to run the Post

Office efficiently when it was a Cabinet agency and that still
make it

terribly difficult to close or shrink obsolete military

bases.
The British,
problem.

The French,

French and Italians suffer terribly from this
in particular,

are trying to get the

government out of such a large role in investment decisions.
B.

On the other hand,

if we give the new institution the

ability to mobilize and subsidize large amounts of investments
for "social purposes" and make it autonomous,
created a potential monster out of control.
III.

we will have

What is the problem that needs to be solved
The u.

S.

has been suffering from a widespread slowdown

of ,productivity growth.

But up until the current recession

began -- whose effects will be temporary -- there was no evidence
that we needed a new and vastly

enlarged federal role in

channeling investment among industries or locations.

-
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With two exceptions individual American industries had

not suddenly turned into problem children.
one exception is autos which faces a large
rise in gasoline prices and change in consumer
preferences;

a new RFC would be no real help.

another exception is steel,

which has a serious

problem of world overcapacity.

Up until the recession

.this problem in Europe was worse than in the u. S.;
a new source of capital would help, but our tax
proposals do that.
We don't need a new institution to deal with these problems.
2.
There is no evidence that the long standing and gradual
shift in the relatieve industrial strengths of various
regions in the country has been speeding up.

The proportion of the nation's manufacturing work
force located in New England, the new alliance and
the Mid-West has been gradually declining for 30
years, but this pace has not speeded up.
The absolute number of manufacturing jobs in the
Northeast rose between
year decli�
IV.

1976

and

1979

after a ten

Some points to make and questions to ask

1.
What kinds of investments for what purposes does Lane expect
the new RFC to make?

o

Investing in the development of depressed areas
or helping them adjust to sudden plant closings?
1If so, no problem, so long as the magnitudes
are modest)

0

Keeping open plnats that are likely to close?
(Once in a while this makes sense.
But on a large
scale and over long periods of time it would seriously
erode the growth of productivity)

o

Helping to bail out failing firms?
a while under stringent conditions,

(Again, once in
O.K.
But once

we set up a body with power to do this, we invite
clientele.
EDA, in effect now does this on a
limited scale for smaller firms; large cases ought to
follow the Chrysler example -- go.through Congress
on a case by case basis).

r
r

•
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Picking the winners -- subsidizing capital for promising
(Why should the government or
firms or techniques?
a government appointed board be smarter at picking winners
than the thousands of independent forces in the private
market?)

2.

Does Lane see this new corporation ultimately as mobilizing

' very large amounts of capital and engaging in many social functions,
or does he see it as a limited tool to be used only in critical
situations?

3.
What should be the composition of the Committee or
Commission to make recommendations to you about the new RFC?
o

I strongly urge that you not commit a Commission made up
principally from business .and labor with only a few public
members.
Too often, -- in my somewhat cynical view
-- large .. business and large labor combine to screw
the public.

o

The Commission, of course, should have business and labor
membership, but should be heavily salted with public
citizens with no particular axe to grind.

o

A Tripartite committee is great for many purposes,

but

a 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 makeup of this Commission is probably
not a good idea.
4.

Does Lane envisage the new institution,

as being fairly independent,
o

once created

-- like TVA?

I'm torn on this one, but on balance I think that
we must.keep control in the hands of the President.

THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Washington, D.C. 20230

-

"Priority"

August 24,

1980

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT:

Suggestions for an Economic Program for the 1980's

As you make your final decisions on the components of a program to
revitalize the American economy, let me make several suggestions that
I believe will strengthen the overall package.
First, as it now stands the package is too oriented toward tax cuts
for business relative to improving the utilization of our human
A recession is the time to invest in education and retraining
resources.
so that the unemployed have the proper skills to participate in the
economy during the recovery.
Therefore, I support the Domestic Policy
Staff and Department of Labor recommendations on human capital.
In
particular, I recommend that we move ahead with the demonstration
pro� ects for positive adjustment, with a commitment toward a major
pos1tive adjustment program, as well as the $�00 million for CETA
Title II - B/C_to provide retraining that focuses on sk1ll shor�ages
in areas of anticipated long-term job expansion.
The industrial and
regional adjustment challenges we face now, and will face through the
decade of the 1980's, will depend upon human capital just as much as
physical capital.
Second, and related to the first point, the present set of proposals
gives no attention to either minority business development or minority
Although there will be important indirect effects from
employment.
some of the proposed measures, I believe there should be a conscious
effort, in the public pronouncements on this program, to show that it
addresses minority concerns.
This can be done by:
a) providing a
set-aside for m1nor1t1es 1n the enlarged EDA adjustment program; 5)
ex-pl1c1 tly indicating that the small business innovation research
program applies to minorities; c) approving the additional job training
measures recommended by DPS/DOL; and d) acknowledging the important role
minority business leaders can play in expanding exports.
Third, I cannot emphasize too strongly how important it is to stress
the crucial role of technolog� and innovation in revitalizing the
economy.
I understand that f1nal aecis1ons on specifics in this area
will be made in the budget process, following your announcement that
$600 million more will be allocated in fiscal years 1981 and 1982.
I urge you to talk about some of the specifics we are considering,
however , so that people get a sense of where and how the government
will invest its money.
In particular, the Department of Commerce has proposed the creation of
a National Center for Productivity Technology at the National Bureau of
Standards in Gaithersburg, Maryland.
The Center will initially focus on
improving the application of technology in the areas of automated parts

.

.
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manufacturing and assembly,

material processing and substitution,

and

Together, these three activities
improving construction technology.
will impact on industries that account for about half of our total GNP.
Through such efforts, the Center will provide the environment and

investment necessary to enable businesses, universities, and governments
to apply ideas that will project industries and methods beyond moderni

zation to a new generation of world technological leadership.

Fourth, while the proposal to exclude income earned abroad is to be
welcomed, basing it entirely upon hardships confuses equity consider
ations with marketing and international relations needs.
We need U.S.
citizens throughout the world to market our products, but even more
importantly, to provide a U.S. commercial and cultural presence abroad.
The effect of the proposal before you is to exclude major areas of
This
important trade relations, including all of the OECD countries.
will reduce our ability to·maintain the necessary presence in these
countries.

One of the simplest means for broadening the proposal would be to increase
the amount of the exclusion to about $35,000 and to augment this by
additional exclusions related to the hardship adjustments allowed by the
Department of State for Foreign Service Officers.
At the very least, we
ought to be sure that the OECD countries are not excluded from measures
to maintain Americans abroad to work on expanding exports.
The r·evenue
cost of a broader policy is modest (approximately $200 million) ; it will
allow us to place the people abroad we n�ed to expand exports; and, it
will be seen as a credible action by the business community.
Fifth, I support the recommendations that have been made for expanding
EDA's authority and capability to address industrial and regional
adjustment.
For this to be successful, however, we need to resolve the
deadlock that persists between House and Senate conferees on EDA legis
lation.
Working with Stuart Eizenstat and Vice President Mondale, we
will be meeting with the Public Works Conferees early next week, and I
believe it is essential for you to drop by this meeting to encourage
prompt action.
Sixth, while I support the Con_§tant Rate Depreciation proposal, I believe
that it could be made more appealing to bus1ness 1t 1t was further
simplified.
The present proposal of approximately 30 asset guideline
classes is still too complicated.
Many of the classes of assets
specialized to a particular industry could be reduced further by com
I
bining categories with nearly equal constartt �epreciation rates.
believe the number of categories can be reduced to about 15, without
distorting the Treasury approach, and providing enough simplification
to be fully competitive to 10-5-3 and the Senate depreciation proposals.
I urge you to indicate that the Administration depreciation proposal
will have no more than 30 asset categories, allowing time for Commerce
to work with Treasury in an effort to further simplify the proposal.

'_.. ..
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Finally, let me express some symbolic concern about the so-called
Industrial Revitalization Board.
Even though the mandate for this
Board is quite general, and has private participation, I fear that
some critics will say it reflects unnecessary intervention in the
economy.
By simply, renaming the proposed institution--The Industrial
Productivity Board--we would effectively short-circuit such criticism.

.(SlGNEDj

PHILIP M,

ILtJ'tZNlC�

Secretary of Commerce

-
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ECONOMIC GROWTH

FOR

THE

1980's

All Americans share a common commitment to achieve
our Nation's economic goals of full employment,

price

stability and balanced growth.
Progress in achieving these goals has been impaired
over the last decade by

inflation,

the energy crisis and

declining productivity growth.
These economic difficulties did not develop overnight.
Their roots go back a long time.
has and

Earlier this year,
measures

problems

the President announced strong

to quell inflationary expectations and suppress

inflation.

These· measures have been effective:

expectations ha�� been reduced,
fallen,

Resolving these

will continue to be the focus of economic policy.

and once again,

we are

interest
beginning

rates

Inflationary
have

to make

progress

against inflation.
High inflation has inevitably led to some slowdown
in

the economy and increased unemployment.

evidence has begun to accumulate

However,

that the economy is

stabilizing and the base for recovery is being established.
To enhance this recovery and insure long-term non
inflationary economic growth,

the President is

new steps to revitalize American industry,

taking

promote the

full and productive use of our workers and• cut taxes
selectively to increase real incomes.
This is not the first strengthening of our economic
policies,

nor will it be the last.

Economic policy must

be dynamic and able to adjust to changing circumstances
but always directed toward reducing inflation and
stimulating private sector employment.
- �

.-

NOTE:
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The program announced today will create about 500,000
more
jobs

jobs by the end of 1981 and a total
by the end of 1982,

of 1,000,000

more

in addition to the gains in

employment that will result from the economic recovery.
Most importantly these employment gains will be generated
without reigniting

inflation.

The

great strength of the

American

economy is in its reliance on the free enterprise

system.

This program builds on that strength by encouraging

productivity and efficiency.

ECONOMIC BACKGROUND

The

Post War Era, 1945-1965
For twenty

years after World War II, the United States

economy was characterized by adequate industrial capacity,
a relatively slow growth of the work force, steady increases
in capital investment per worker, increasing productivity and
low inflation rates.
Although the economy experienced four recessions
during this twenty-year period,
and real

overall growth was healthy,

incomes improved.

Transition Period, 1966-1976
By the mid-60's, post-war reconstruction had been
completed and the world economy entered a new

period.

Other industrial nations emerged as economic powers
and

began

to play a larger role in world commerce.

In the United States, there was a faster growth of
the work force, lower rates of increase in capital
investment per worker, lower productivity growth and
higher inflation rates.
United

Midway through this period, the

States trade surpluses turned into deficits, and

shortly thereafter the dollar was devalued.
The adverse trends were exacerbated by the Viet Nam
War and by the initial explosion of world oil prices.

-
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ADMINISTRATION ECONOMIC POLICIES

New Directions,

1977-1980

When the Carter Administration came to office,
America

faced an agenda of unsolved economic problems.

The Administration began to chart new directions for the
economy to address the basic causes of our diff iculties
and to provide

the base for a resurgence of economic vitality.

Overall Economic Policy
One
ment

of the first objectives was to provide employ

for a growing work force.

A

policy of economic

growth opened up new opportunities.
years,

In three and a half

over eight million jobs were created --

more than

in any similar period of time in our history.

And a

higher percentage of adult Americans were able

to work

than ever before.
Fiscal policy played an important role in promoting
the

expansion of output and employment from

1977 onward.

Tax legislation enacted in the spring of 1977 served
both to reduce

tax

the same time,

the Carter Administration undertook

burdens and to simplify tax laws.

At

to

restore fiscal responsibili ty by restraining g overnment
spending while maintaining our historic human and social
values.
There has been substantial progress,

particularly if

the Congress adopts the proposed Fiscal Year 1981
Including the 1981 budget,

President Carter's term will have
rate of less than 2%
as the

budget.

real Federal expenditures for

a year,

grown at an average

only about one-half as fast

Gross National Product.

Disciplined fiscal
weapons

to attack

the

and monetary policies are powerful

underlying causes of inflation.

These

policies operate with some lag,

clear

that they need to be
For this reason,

however,

and it is

supplemented with other measures.

the Administration established a

voluntary program to moderate

pay and price increases.

The program has received widespread cooperation from
both b usiness and labor.
As a consequence, inflation
is estimated to be 1 to 1-1/2 percent lower than'it
would otherwise have been.

-
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Considerable progress has also been made in the
international economic area.

A sound and stable dollar

is essential to achieving price stability in our domestic
economy.

A declining dollar increases the prices Americans

pay for necessary imports and otherwise contributes to
higher prices here at home.
The value of the

dollar is

adversely affected by

deficits in our balance of payments.

Large deficits

developed primarily because of the enormous increase in
our N ation's oil import bill.
The Carter Administration has pursued policies to
bring our international
with 1976,

accounts into balance.

Compared

the dollar value of exports this year are up

Agricultural exports have increased by 66% and

91%.

nonagricultural exports by

96%.

Large balance of payments

deficits in earlier years were brought into equilibrium
in 1979,

and the outlook continues

The Administration also dealt

favorable.
forcefully with

unwarranted exchange markets pressures on the
Strong
have

dollar.

measures were introduced on November 1,

been maintained since

that

time.

1978 and

The value of the

dollar in relation to other international currencies has
been strengthened.

On a trade weighted basis,

the dollar

is now 6% higher than it was when the November 1978
program was initiated.
The Administration is actively pursuing policies of
structural improvements to make the economy

more efficient.

Regulations which serve only to reduce competition or to
mandate

arbitrary and costly practices are being eliminated.

There has been significant

deregulation or regulatory

reform in transportation -- airlines,
and rail -- in the banking

communicat ions.

trucking,

and thrift indus.tries and in

In addition,

necessary health,

safety

and environmental regulations have been made more
cost-effective in order to harmonize important social goals
with economic growth,

energy self-sufficiency and stable

prices.

National Energy Policy
D uring its first hundred years,

the United States

built

its economy using renewable sources of energy:

Wood,

wind and water.

During its seco�d century,

there

c
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was a

-

shift to fossil fuels and increasingly to the use

of oil.
A bundant and inexpensive sources of domestic
and gas and coal made it possible for America
the

oil

to build

world's strongest economy and the world's highest

standard of living.

Inexpensive energy was often employed

instead of additional capital or labor.
By the

1970's,

however ,

the

limitations

of domestic

supply at low prices and rising world energy demands
set up conditions for a dramatic increase in energy
prices.
The more than ten-fold increase in world oil
since

1970 has come in two major waves:

prices

The first in

1973-74 following the oil embargo and the second in
1979-80

following the upheaval in

Iran.

Each time the

oil price shock had a serious adverse impact on the
world's economy -- accelerating inflation,
output and

demand for oil grew over the years while

u.s.

domestic supplies receded.
domestic

o il and gas

encouraged
at

Artificial control over

prices discouraged production,

consumption and resulted

higher and higher costs.

paid

reducing

increasing unemployment.

In

1970,

$3 billion for imported oil.

oil import bill had sky-rocketed
year Americans will pay

$85

o il import bill has doubled

in increased imports
By

to

the United States
1979,

$60

the Nation's

billion.

This

billion for less oil.
in the last

Our

tw o years,

increased five-fold over the last seven years and
fifty-fold over the last twenty years.
One

of the most demanding challenges President

Carter faced on assuming office was to forge a national
energy policy.
because

of the

It was exceptionally difficult to do so
divergent views and interests within

the United States.
consumers.
energy,

Some regions are producers ,

others

Some areas can be supplied with domestic

while others depend upon imports.

Working with the Congress and the public,

the

President was able to develop for the first time a
comprehensive national energy policy to deal with the
threa t to our society from excessive dependence on
foreign oil -- an accomplishment that had eluded
previous administrations.

of

There are two basic and closely-related objectives
our national energy policy:
First, through conserving

-

the use of energy,

6
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to adjust our economy efficiently and

with the least possible disruption to a world of
substantially higher energy prices; and second, to
reduce our dangerous dependence on imported oil by
increasing domestic oil production and shifting to
other

energy sources.
It was first necessary to accept the reality that

inexpensive energy is no longer available.

Moving

toward the pricing of energy at its replacement value
has helped establish conditions for both greater
conservation and greater

domestic

production.

The priorities for our national energy

policy are

clear.
First,

greater conservation,

the surest,

cheapest

and cleanest way to reduce our dependence on imported
oil.
Second,

increasing the development and use of

conventional domestic sources of en�rgy.
Third,

expedited development of unconventional

domestic energy sources,

such as synthetic fuels from

coal and shale and unconventional. natural gas to assure
longer term supplies.
Fourth,
such as

increasing the use of renewable energy

solar,

alcohol,

biomass,

wind

sources,

and wood.

The United States has also exercised leadership
among major oil importing industrial countries to
coordinate policies for energy

conservation,

of alternate sources and the fair sharing
supplies.

development

of limited

Important commitments were made at the recent

Summit Meeting in Venice to accomplish these purposes.
Already substantial progress has been realized.
Oil imports in

1980 are running almost 20%

peak in

U.S.

1977.

below their

production of oil has increased,

arresting the long-term decline in output.
energy required for economic
reduced,

growth

has

been

The
substantially

so that we can now plan for future growth with

lower energy requirements.
The

Congress now has before it legislation creating

the Energy Mobilization Board and providing progr9ms
for shifting electric power generation from oil to
coal or other energy sources.

This crucial legislation

will complete this stage of the Administration's program
for national energy security.

-
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The accomplish ments in three years are encouraging.
The task now is to implement the national

energy policy

during the 1980's.

RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS

Until the recession,
in terms of

there was excellent progress

jobs and output.

Inflation remained too

high,

but the Nation had

a program to reduce inflation

while

still maintaining a healthy pace of economic

activity.
Progress was abruptly interrupted as the world
experienced a new oil price shock
Oil prices more than doubled in

of enormous magnitude.

1979,

and price increases

continued into 1980.
The oil price shock both exacerbated inflation
and

reduced purchasing power,
In early 1980,

inflationary
over the

depressing economic activity.

there was a surge in inflation and

expectations,

aggravated by

future level of defense

from the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan.

wave of anticipatory borrowing and
upset financial
to

a threat of

uncertainty

There was a

spending which

markets and drove u.s

historic highs.

was

the

spending resulting

interest rates

Speculation was excessive.

There

serious economic damage.

To deal with this situation,

President Carter

announced intensified anti-inflation measures on March 14.
Based on extensive consultations with Congressional
leadership,

the Fiscal Year 1981

budget was r evised to

reduce Government spending further.
selective

A program of

credit restraints was introduced for a

temporary period.

c

The President's firm actions met the challenge.
There was a cooling of inflationary expectations.
Interest rates fell steeply and inflation rates dropped.
However,

there was no way to avoid some period

recession.
than

Output is now lower and

can be accepted.

of

unemployment higher

- 8
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The current recession is the seventh since World
It has resulted in automatic increases in

War II.

Federal

expenditures to compensate for unemployment

and in lower Federal tax revenues because of lower

incomes.

This has cushioned the downturn.

The

economy shows signs of stabilizing and there

are prospects for an upturn within the n ext several
months.

begun

Automobile sales and housing starts have

to improve.

rates

further policy
to be

measures,

however,

and modernization and revitalization

American industry -- still need

AN

the

will

to be resolved.

ECONOMIC PROGRAM FOR THE

During its first years,

1980's

the Carter

Administration

addressed the fundamental economic issues and

has built a solid base
The

Without

a number of longer term problems -- inflation,

energy security,

has

recovery.

recovery is likely

too slow and unemployment remain too high.

Moreover,
of

Lower interest rates and lower inflation

are helping form a base for

for long-term economic progress.

foundation has been established for revitalizing
American economy.
The

Administration's

economic program for the

1980's

encompass comprehensive policies directed at our

principal objectives:
0

To reinforce recovery from the current recession

and put people back
0

to work in productive

To revitalize American industry,

partnership with business,
0

To

jobs.

working in

labor and the public.

increase substantially the share of national

output devoted to investment in order to create
jobs,

0

encourage innovation and improve productivity.

To continue the war against inflation so the gains
from industrial growth are not eroded.

0

To implement our nationa'l energy

policy of reducing

oil dependence so that more of our workers'

will

stay at home.

dollars

- 9 -

To maintain a

0

sound and stable dollar which

contributes to world

economic and

financial

stability and growth.

I.

INDUSTRIAL

REVITALIZATION

"We will encourage private
ment and

invest

expand public investment

to revitalize

America's economy -�

so we can produce more,
invent more,
"We will

export more,

and employ more.

create a

forward-looking

partnership among

Government,

private sector and
deal with those

the

the public

to

national problems

that only cooperation can solve."

Revitalizing
stronger

American industry to

growth in

jobs

and

1980's will require a new spirit
business,

provide

even

national income in

the

of cooperation among

labor and Government.

A great strength of the
primary reliance on the

American economy is its

private enterprise system.

cumulative effect of millions

The

of decisions by individuals

and

businesses within a competitive marketplace is by

far

the most effective and efficient way to provide

for our

Nation's needs and wants.

industry and workers in
unprecedented

private

challenge of

change.

The economic world of the
more complex than that of the
have

However,

America face the

1980's is vastly
1950's and the

1960's.

We

become.!'llore heavily involved in international

trade,

and

forces influencing the international

competitiveness of our industries have taken
of technological

on increased

importance.

The pace

change has

accelerated,

creating opportunities but necessitating

adjustment.

The character

of American industry and

the work skills it needs are changing.

Actions

of g overnment at the Federal,

local

State and

levels increasingly affect our industries�

-
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The role of the Federal Government in seeking to
revitalize American industry is primarily to create a
climate which encourages private innovation and investment
and creates permanent and

productive private sector jcbs.

In

present circumstances,

because of the speed and scale

of

change

in the Nation's industrial structure,

must go

further.

process

of communities and

Government

It should also help smooth the adjustment
workers to avoid

undue distress

and hardship.

Encouraging Cooperative Efforts
The President's Economic

Revitalization

Board:

To

reinforce cooperation between Government and the private
sector in dealing with the complex issues of industrial
policy,

the President will establish a new,

President's Economic Revitalization Board,
representatives of industry,

high-level
comprised

Board will advise the President on the broad range

of
The

labor and the public.

of

issues involved in the on-going process of revitalization.
The Board will be requested to develop specific
recommendations to the President for establishment of an
industrial development authority to provide financial
assistance for industrial development and economic
revitalization in areas in transition and affected by
industrial dislocation or high unemployment,
to

remove

industrial bottlenecks.

or if needed

The Board's recommendations

will include the authority's form of organization,
responsibilities,

activities and funding levels.

The

Board will also consider the extent to which relevant
economic development activitites now carried

out within

various government agencies should be encompassed within
the new
The

authority.
authority would m obilize both public and private

resources,· such as Federal,

State and local

monies and

capital from private markets and pension funds.

Its

programs would be coordinated with State and local
development functions.

The authority would be subject to

annual budget control.
The President will
matters,
0

seek the

Board's advice on other

including:
Providing guidance on improving

the skills of the

American workers to meet the needs of the coming
decades.

-
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Recommending ways the social

goals of regulations

can be accomplished while minimizing compliance
costs and maximizing productivity of industry.
0

Dealing with the impact of industrial dislocation
on workers and c ommunities.

T his extensive mandate to work with the Administration
on major policy issues on a sustained basis is appropriate
in view of the intricate and interdependent relationship
among

Government,

labor and business.

Encouraging Private Capital Investment
Substantial gains in our standard of living depend
on strong and continuous growth in productivity.
productivity growth,
the last decade.

however,

Our

has slowed �eriously over

Insufficient capital

investment is an

important cause of this disappointing trend.
To improve productivity,

as well as to provide for

the energ y resources necessary for our economic and
national

security,

will require

of our national output be
accomplish this,

that an increased share

devoted to investment.

To

the Administration will propose tax

changes to encourage investment.
A new system of depreciation

Liberalized Depreciation:

allowance -- the charges a business may
income

to recapture its capital

deduct from its

investment

be proposed for enactment next year,

costs --

will

effective January

1,

The liberalized depreciation allowances will

198 1.

encourage business to

expand investment,

to modernize

productive capacity and to provide new jobs.
depreciation program will be
0

The

designed:

To provide for a constant annual rate of depreciation
for �ach asset class.

0

To reduce the number of asset and industry classes
to 30 or less

from the present

would use more than 2
0

To simplify

130.

Few taxpayers

or 3 classes.

the procedures for using accelerated

depreciation,

which permits business to recapture

investment costs more rapidly.
0

To increase the allowable depreciation rate
approximately 40 percent.

0

To allow roughly equal liberalization of depreciation
for all assets,

thus minimizing the

distortions.

- 12
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To take effect immediately upon the specified
effective date, thus avoiding complicated transition
rules that could actually delay some investments.

The first year effect of the proposed Constant Rate

Depreciation System would be to reduce tax revenues by an
estimated $6.3 billion, increasing to $24.2 billion in
the fifth year.

To help industry
Refundable Investment Tax Credit:
obtain capital for investment in new plants and productive
equipment, the tax code permits a 10% investment tax
credit against the first $25,000 of tax liability plus

90% of the remainder (80% in 1981).

Since this investment incentive is a tax credit, it
offers no current benefit to industries with a limited
tax liability or none at all.
Thus, it is of little
immediate value to firms suffering temporary losses or

r educed profits.
in part,

It is also effectively

to new firms

denied,

at least

just starting out which have not

yet produced taxable earnings.
These enterprises are
often an important source of technological progress and
innovation.
As part of its program, the Administration will
propose that 30% of the earned but unused investment tax

credit be made refundable beginning in 1981.
The portion
of the credit not made refundable will be available for
carry-back or carryforward as under present law.
It is estimated that the first year cost would be
and the fifth year cost $2.3 billion.

$2.4 billion,
Reducing

Employer Payroll Taxes

The change in 'depreciation allowances will reduce
industry•s capital costs and encourage investment.
The
Administration will also propose measures to reduce labor

costs and further encourage employment.
The Social
Security tax increase for employers scheduled to take
effect in 1981 is essential to maintain the system•s
financial integrity, but it adds to labor costs and thus
to inflation.
This increase will be particularly burdensome
on those businesses which rely more heavily on' labor
than on machinery.

- 13 -

The Social Security credit will be in effect for two
years starting in
of Social

1981, during which time the broader issues

Security financing will be considered.

year revenue cost is estimated to be

The ·Administration is particularly

Aiding Small Business:
interested in small business
innovation,

provides a

because it is a prime source of

large share of the

growth in

year,

and includes many minority entrepreneurs.

House

Conference on

Small Business supplied a

suggestions for encouraging

The first

$6.6 billion.

jobs each

The White

number of

small business development,

which

are part of the President•s program.
Liberalized depreciation allowances and the refundable
investment tax credit are
In the

past,

of particular value to small

of accelerated depreciation have effectively denied
incentive to many small businesses.
proposal,

business.

the complexities and recordkeeping requirements
this

The Administration•s

simplifies and reduces the recordkeeping requirements

for accelerated depreciation.

The refundable

investment tax

credit will be beneficial to companies when they are beginning
and

have not yet generated taxable

earnings.

Many small

businesses rely heavily on labor rather than machinery
thus

the employer Social Security tax credit will

be

particularly beneficial to them.

cut

The Administration will also propose changes in the tax
which will allow small business to write-off startup costs.
The Administration will also recommend liberalizing

Subchapter S requirements to

enable more investors to

participate in new ventures,

providing easier access to

capital.

The President•s support of the Regulatory

Flexibility Act endeavors to reduce the burden of regulation
on smaller companies.

Assistance �o Distressed Areas
While private capital and its allocation
marketplace is the basis of

our revitalization

encouragement of private investment and public

through the
program,

more

development

capital is needed for industrial renewal in areas

undergoing

transition.

Increased Economic Development Funding:

The Carter

Administration has substantially increased government support
for economic development.

In

FY

1980,

overall e conomic

$3.5 b illion,
70 percent above the level when the Administration came

development programs are funded at more than
into office.

This includes the Administration•s new

- 14
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$675 million Urban Development Action Grant program to stimulate
private investment in distressed areas.
In addition, funding
for programs to aid small business has almost doubled.
Further, the Congress now has before it the Administration's
proposal to increase the Economic Development Administration's
program level from

$600 million in FY 1980 to

in FY 1981.
The Administration
the proposed EDA legislation.

$1.7 billion

urges prompt enactment of
·

To enhance existing public efforts and meet expanded
needs, next year the President will propose additional
program levels of $1 billion for FY 1981 and $2 billion
for FY 1982 for economic and industrial development
programs.

Targeted Investment Tax Credit: As a supplement to
ongoing programs designed to foster growth in economically
distressed areas, the Administration will propose a
special targeted investment tax credit of 10 percent for
eligible investment projects in localities of high
unemp loyment.

One billion dollars would be authorized for

this incentive in 1981 and each subsequent year.
The
incentive would be apportioned by the Commerce Department
to eligible projects through ''certificates of necessity."
The targeted investment tax credit will be refundable to
assure immediate benefits for qualified projects.
It is estimated that the revenue cost will be
million in the first year and an average of
a year through 1985.

Investment in

$200

$800 million

Energy Security

Continued progress in the energy area is an essential
part of the Administration's economic program.
Enormous
investments in conservation and domestic energy production
are require� over the next decade to accomplish the
reduction in oil imports so essential to our national and
economic security. These investments will create hundreds
of thousands of jobs domestically and will help protect
the jobs of all Americans from future oil price shocks.
Through decontrol and the other measures already
undertaken, America has reduced its oil imports by about
20% from their previous peak levels.
Most importantly,
this reduction has been the result primarily of increased
conservation and use of domestic energy resources and not
lower economic activity. We have reduced substantially
the amount of energy required to produce a unit of national
output.

- 15
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The Administration has provided for vastly increased
funding for energy conservation and production since
t aking office. In addition to appropriations for the
Synthetic Fuels Corporation, the 1980 budget provides
about $5 billion for energy production and conservation,
more than twice the level when the Administration took
office.
Over the last four years, to stimulate production
and conservation, Congress has approved tax credits which
will provide $4 billion in benefits by the end of FY
1981. In addition, $20 billion {out of an u ltimate $88
billion) in budgetary authority has been appropriated for
the Synthetic Fuels Corporation to assist the private
sector in creating a major new synthetic fuels industry.
The goal is for synthetic fuels to supply about 2 million
barrels of oil per day by 1992.
The 1981 budget provides for even greater funding
for energy conservation and production.
The Administration
has proposed to the Congress a $10 billion program to
help finance electric utility conversion from oil to coal
or other fuels.
This program will save an additional
500,000 barrels of oil per day by 1990.
The Congress also has before it our proposal to
create an Energy Mobilization Board to help expedite the
administrative process in establishing energy related
facilities.
Both of these pending bills should be enacted by
Congress as soon as·possible.
The Administration will propose in January an
additional $1.2 billion over two years for energy
conservation, including increased funding for the Solar
and Energy Conservation Bank, conservation investments in
Federally""":owned public housing units, improvements in the
efficiency o_f F ederally-owned power plants, and weatherization
of schools and hospitals and low income ho�sing units
throughout the United States.

Research and Technological Development
Technological advance and innovation have accounted
for much of the productivity growth in the United States
in the past half century.
They are essential elements of
economic vitality.
T he Carter Administration has increased obligations
for research and development from $26.2 billion in FY 1978

- 16 -

Basic research
to $35.4 billion in FY 1981.
spending has been increased about 35 percent in the same
period

from

$3.6 to $4.9 billion.

In addition,

the

Administration has stimulated new research programs
between industry and universities,

encouraged Government

industry cooperation--for example, ·in the automotive
sector

--

and has increased support

of smaller high

technology firms.
In late

1979,

the President announced a

measures to stimulate
the patent system,

series of

industrial innovation.

To strenghten

the President called for legislation

to allow contractors to obtain exclusive rights to patents
arising from Federal sponsorship,

to permit voluntary

reexamination of issued patents and to bring uniformity
and predictability to patent law by establishing a
court

single

for patent litigation.
The

President also

included

initiatives for enhancing

the transfer of technical information,
knowledge,

increasing technical

clarifying antitrust policy,

regulatory system and

encouraging the

small innovative firms.

improving the

development

of

The proposals were a first step

in fostering the Nation's competitive capability and
entrepreneurial spirit in the decades ahead.
As part of the economic revitalization,
the

and b eyond

fiscal proposals which are aimed at stimulating

investment and innovation,

the President will propose in

January an additional
for fiscal years

$600 million in budget authority
1981 and 1982 to stimulate research and

technological development.
for basic
per

With this commitment,

research will grow in real terms by

funds

3 percent

year and a range of new projects will promote Government

university -industry cooperation.
0

These will:

Add substantially to graduate

research laboratories

and instructional equipment in the research
universities and increase investment in existing
basic research programs.
0

Attract and retain gifted researchers and
instructors in critical fi elds.

0

Conduct

cooperative university-industry instruction

and research on key industrial policy

The

Administration will seek

advice

and business leaders as it shapes these

problems.

from university
programs.
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Export Promotion
In the past ten years,

the share of the American

economy devoted to exports has· almost d oubled from 6.4
percent

in 1970 to over 12 percent in the first half of
increasingly important
for American firms. When President Carter took office,

1980. Foreign markets have become

the exports of goods accounted for about 6.7 percent of
GNP� this year they will account for about 9 percent.
In

dollar terms, exports of manufactured items have grown by
75 percent.
This increase in exports has been an essential

source of jobs and of revenues needed to pay for oil and
other imports.
This Administration will continue to stress the

growth of u.s. exports.
To do this it has already
increased support of the Export-Import Bank more than
seven-fold over the last four years, and it has reorganized
and combined the Government programs which support U.S.
international trade.
In addition,
0

0

the Administration will:

Support Export Trading Company legislation now in
Congress that will encourage small and midsize
business participation in export markets.
Propose a specific amendment to the Internal

Revenue Code to provide for an exclusion for
income earned abroad in certain areas.
This
will improve the ability of u.s. firm to sell
and service products abroad.

Developing

Economic Infrastructure

Transportation: The ability to transport people and
goods efficiently is essential to our economic, energy
and national security objectives.
Since the beginning of
this Administration, Federal f unding for transportation
has increased by 96 percent.
The Administration will
continue to make substantial investments in all areas of
For example, Congress has before it a
transportation.
five year program amounting to

transit facilities,

$25

billion for mass

$6.1 billion for airports and the

airway system, and $1.5 billion to assist in restructuring
the Nation's railroad system, particularly in the Middle

West.
Improvements to the northeast rail corridor
totalling $2.5 billion are also underway.

-
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Our national highway system is an integral part of
our transportation system and has been constructed over
many years at great expense.
however,

vital national asset.
billion

Evidence is mounting,

that more investment is needed to maintain this
The

bud get contains

1981

to complete and repair the

including

$950 million for rehabilitation

The Administration will propose a

increase in FY

$8.4

Federal highway system,
of bridges.

$600 million

1981 transportation obli gations to deal

with additional needs of the highway system as well as
other forms of transportation.

coal,

Coal:
and

The United

States has

enormous deposits of

there is a great opport unity

to expand the use

of this energy resource both at home and abroad.

will be an important new export
States.

for the

Coal
United

Bottlenecks in our coal transportation system,

particularly at seaports,
to

product

are,

however,

a serious impediment

using this abundant natural resource.
Port

facilities for coal

and enlargement.

exports need modernizaton

While much of the investment will come

from private sources,

the Federal

Government will play

a role in deepening ship channels to accommodate larger

The President

and more efficient coal-carrying

vessels.

agencies to expedite all aspects

of their review of coal

has asked the Army Corps of Engineers and other

port

Federal

projects.

Regulatory

Reform

Health,
national
prices,

safety and a clean environment are important

goals,

just as are economic

energy self-sufficiency,

national security.

another,

Some

and all compete

policy that achieves the

growth,

social

stable

justice and

of these goals conflict with one
Choosing the

for resources.

best balance among these

conflicting and competing goals is a difficult task.
Regulatory costs influence
two ways.
·

First,

investment

decisions

in

investment required solely to achieve

compliance decreases the amount available

to invest in

equipment that would improve efficiency and increase
productivity.

Second,

imposing the strictest regulatory

requirements on the newest plants increases the relative
cost

of new plants per unit of output.

It,

theref.ore,

tends to discourage companies from building new prants in
favor of getting along with their existing plants.
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Regulatory reform is,

-

therefore,

in p olicies to promote healthy
improve productivity.
for passage

of the

The

an important element

economic growth and to

President continues

Regulatory

to call

Reform Act and the

Regulatory

Flexibility Act and for review of all basic regulatory
statutes for possible amendments to improve the cost
benefit relationships.
Over the past three years,

the Carter

Administration

has taken major steps in regulatory reform:
0

No Administration has done more to remove unneeded
and counterproductive economic regulations.
Farreaching deregulation is underway
trucking,

financial institutions,

for airlines,

and

energy.

Trucking and airline reform alone is estimated to
save
0

$10 billion or

more per year.

The President by Executive Order

has set up new

mechanisms to improve regulatory efficiency.
Costs and benefits of major rules are now analy zed
to assure that the most cost-effective
are phased
English.
0

out and

composed

to

rules must be written in plain

The President also established a
Council,

route

Outmoded rules

the regulatory goal is selected.

Regulatory

of all the regulatory

agencies,

to provide advance notice and a comprehensive
calendar of upcoming important regulations and to
minimize overlap,

II.

duplication and inconsistencies.

ASSISTANCE TO PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES

"We will

help people

affected

by industrial

and communities
dislocation to

make positive economic change."

The economic changes

taking p lace around the world

create special problems for many people and communities.
The Federal Government must play a part in

helping

to

ease the burden of adjustment for those affected adversely.
The changes also provide increased

opportunities.

Government must facilitate the training,

retraining and

education of Americans for jobs in the industries
1980's.

of the

-

Proposed
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Extension of Unemployment Benefits

Our unemployment compensation system is an essential

form of assistance to workers who have lost their jobs.
The President will propose a temporary unemployment
compensation program so that workers suffering long-term
unemployment in this recession will be eligible for
benefit payments for an additional 13 week period.

Human

Resources

The more than 8 million jobs created during the
C arter Administration -- the largest growth in employment

over any similar period in our history -- are the product
of both private and pu blic initiative.
The Administration

expanded Federal funding for employment and training from
$6.3 billion when it took office to about $10.4 billion
in FY 1980.
Federal spending for basic and vocational

education expanded from $4.7 billion in 1976 to $7.3
billion in FY 1980.
In 1981, the Vocational Education
Act will be up for renewal.
The Administratio n will be
continuing a major effort to prepare our citizens for
employment.

The Trade Adjustment
Adjustment and Training Programs:
Assistance Program provides benefits,
job training and
relocation to workers who have been adversely affected by
imports. Currently, 310,000 auto workers are e ligible for
benefits in addition to 134,000 workers in other adversely
affected industries.
FY 1980
amount to about $1 billion.

benefit

outlays to date

T he Administration is also devising better means of
retraining and relocating workers displaced by industrial
changes.
The Administration has proposed broadening its

Trade Adjustment Assistance Program to supplier industries
to make sure that all workers receive its protection.
A
series of special demonstration projects; under the
Department of Labor, will be launched to assess the
merits of different methods for retraining and relocating
displaced workers.

in Michigan.

One such project is already underway

The employment and training system developed over
the last fifteen years relies on a local labor market
delivery system, planned and operated by elected �fficials
throu gh more than 450 prime sponsorships.
The programs
offer counselling, training, work experience and placement
to the. economically disadvantaged and unemployed.
The
services are delivered by local governments,
based organizations,

schools,

community

unions and other organizations.

-
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The Administration has established two public services
employment programs under CETA which now provide 400,000
jobs. Welfare reform demonstration projects in 12 sites
around the country are enrolling welfare recipients in
employment activities which will ultimately lead to
another approximately 400,000 jobs opportunities.
In
addition, CETA presently spends over $2 billion on programs
designed to prepare the disadvantaged for jobs.
The President will request an additional $300 million
in FY 1981 for training under CETA to provide jobs opportunities
for the disadvantagaed and the unemployed.

The program

would be based on the experience of the present network
of employment and training programs, but will require
special efforts to identify jobs in emerging sectors of
the economy.

of

The Administration recognizes the paramount importance
private sector permanent jobs and the essential role

of the private sector in providing job training and
employment. The Private Sector Initiative program, f unded
at $400 million during FY 1980, directly involves business
Private Industry
and labor in training activities.
Councils,

composed of a cross section of local comm unities,

have been organized with virtually every CETA prime
sponsor throughout the country. In addition, The Targeted
Job Tax Credit provides incentives for private employers
to hire economically disadvantaged persons.
The goal
this year is 215,000 job placements.
Youth Employment: Youth represent one of our most
vital natural resources.
Expenditures on youth training
and employment have expanded from less than $2.5 billion
in 1977 to over $4 billion today:
Young people must develop basic job skills to
participate in the economy's growth.
The President has
proposed a $2 billion two-year youth initiative, pending
before the Congress.
The initiative draws together
programs in the Departments of Labor and Education to
assist disadvantaged youth in bre aking free from idleness
and poverty.

The program should be enacted promptly.

Countercyclical Revenue

Sharing

Because of the scale of change,

some communities

undergoing economic transition will r equire financial
Increased
assistance to help maintain local services.
countercyclical revenue sharing will help assure that
harmful temporary reductions in service levels do not take
place.
The Congress is considering countercyclical aid
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to
the

The President will work

cities and communities.
Congress to enact

with

$1 billion countercyclical revenue
sharing program for FY 1981.
a

REDUCING

III.

INDIVIDUAL TAX BURDENS

"We will help offset rising
individual tax burdens in

ways

that do not rekindle inflation."

Offsetting Social Security Tax Increase
Inflation has reduced
American
power

the real disposable income of

workers both by diminishing

their purchasing

and increasing their tax burdens.

cuts that result in a

greatly expanded

But general tax
Federal deficit

and reignite inflation are not of lasting benefit to
Americans.
The Social Security tax increase scheduled to
effect in
and

take

1981 will increase tax burdens on individuals

retard the recovery of consumer purchases.

While the

revenues from that Social Security tax increase are
necessary to assure the financial soundness of the

Social

Security System,

the increased tax burden on workers

should

by carefully targeted reductions in

be offset

income taxes.
The President plans to accomplish this objective
through a Social Security income tax credit
to
all

be proposed in January.

for individuals

This would be available to

individual taxpayers and would consist of a nonrefundable

credit

against Federal income taxes equal to

8 percent of

the Social Se_curity taxes paid.

The credit will be in

effect for two years starting

1981,

in

during

which time

the broader issues of Social Security financing will be
considered.
be

The first year revenue cost is estimated to

$6.2 billion.

Earned Income Tax

Credit

The President will also
the present earned

propose liberalizati�n of

income credit in

order

also

ta provide

-

tax
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relief for nontaxable people with dependent children.

Under current law,

taxpayers. with dependent children may

claim a refundable earned
percent of the first

income tax credit

$5,000 of earnings.

phases out as income increases from
The

to 10

The credit

$6,000 to

$10,000.

Administration will propose increasing the credit

from 10 percent to 12 percent,
increases from $7,000 to

with phase out as income
The first year cost is

$11,000.

estimated to

be

Reducing the

Marriage Tax Penalty

$900 million.

The marriage penalty is another tax
needs to be addressed.

spouses were unmarried individuals.
propose a tax deduction equal to 10
earning
first

percent of the lower

year revenue cost is estimated at
$8.9

The acceleration

billion,

INCOMES POLICIES

in productivity growth that results

from the measures proposed

by

the

President will slow the

business costs and thereby lead to

the President's energy

Nation's dependence

lower

programs are carried

on foreign oil and

to inflationary external shocks will
But

The

$30,000.

$4.7

billion in the fifth year.

ANTI-INFLATIONARY FISCAL AND

in

be the case if the

The President will

spouse's earnings up to a limit of

rising to

rise

burden that

Families with two wage earners

may owe higher income taxes than would

As

equal

inflation.

out,

the

its vulnerability

be reduced.

these inflation-lowering consequences of the

Administration's economic program will t ake effect
gradually.

And they are not sufficient,

taken alone,

to

accomplish the tasks of preventing the reemergence of
inflationary_pressures and steadily lowering the inflation
rate.

Budget Policy:

Measures to increase supply,

productivity and improve our energy security must

raise
be

undertaken in the framework of prudent and cautious
budgetary policies.
recovery.

The Administration wants to speed

It does not want�

inflationary pressures and

however,

to risk a renewal of

invite a resurgence

increases in interest rates.

of sharp
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That is why the President has insisted that a tax

0

cut prior to the election is unacceptable.
bill,

weeks,
is

developed,

debated

and

during the heat of an election campaign,

certain to be incompatible,

design,

in both size and

with anti-inflationary objectives.

That is why the measures in this

0

A tax

passed in a few

program have

been rigorously screened to ensure that Federal

spending is not increased by a dollar more than

is needed to meet the Nation's goals for industrial
modernization,

energy security,

path of economic adjustments.

and smoothing the

That is why the President strongly opposes proposal s

0

which have been made for a schedule o f massive tax

redu ctions in

1981

and subsequent years that would

guarantee huge and inflationary budget

That is why the

0

deficits.

President decided to propose

reduction of tax burdens through a credit

social security

payroll taxes,

since this

against

approach

cuts employer payroll costs and thereby contributes
to lower prices.

by the

Taken together,

the tax and

spending

measures recommended

President would reduce revenues by some

in calendar year 1981

before taking

into

$27.5

account the

billion

offsetting revenue gains from higher economic activity.
This

gross revenue loss would rise to an estimated

$58

billion by 1985.

In 1981,

are substantially

less than those contained in other tax

weeks and months.

\'lith the President's measures Federal

later years,

and even more strikingly in

the revenue losses from these tax measures

proposals which have been prominently mentioned in recent
expenditures would be increased about

fiscal 1981

and the same

$2

amount in fisc al

billion in
1982.

Because the recommended program will increase economic

activity and taxable income,
will

the net loss

be smaller than the numbers cited

i n unemployment compensation payments,

relative to the level of unemployment,

Moreover,

of Federal revenues

above.

Some saving s

and other

outlays

will also occur.

the tax reductions and other programs will not

become effective until the fiscal year is already well underway.

As a consequence,
program
$6

the measures proposed in the

President's

will increase the 1981 budget deficit by less than

billion.
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Income Policies:

Even with continued

budget

restraint, the rate of inflation is unlikely to come down
sharply as the economic recovery proceeds.

Budget and monetary

policies need to be supplemented with other approaches to
wage

and

price

moderation.

As noted ear lier, the voluntary

pay and price standards, which the
1978, played an important
increases

during a

role in

President introduced in
moderating

highly inflationary

wage

period.

and

price

After several

years

of good service, however, it is questionable whether

these

standards could remain effective if simply extended

indefinitely in
will,

their current

form.

therefore, be consulting

this

year with business,

The Administration

during

labor,

and

the remainder of

other

explore ways of achieving moderation in

groups

wage

to

and price

increases in 1981 and s ubsequent years.
Over
growth

the years ahead, even with

lower inflation,

of money income will continue

to

the

push t axpayers

into higher brackets and thereby raise average tax
burdens.

By strictly limiting the growth

spending

--

committed

--

of Federal

a policy to which the President remains
further opportunities will

judicious tax reductions.

Because

inflation is a critical, but

be created for

the reduction of

also a

difficult goal

achieve, those tax reductions should be designed
that

contribute directly

price

to

in ways

toward moderation in wage and

increases.

CONCLUSION

The

Administration' s economic program

is both

responsible and dynamic.

for

the

1980's

It builds on previous

gains and addresses current problems.

It

establishes the

basis for long- term growth that will both create permanent
jobs

and

help contain inflation.

At the same

time, the

Administrati�'s program provides assistance for workers
and connnunities facing serious transitional problems.
The

effects of this program will begin to
About 500,000

be realized

in a relatively short

time.

created by the end of

1981 and a total of 1,000,000

jobs

by

the end

of 1982, in addition

through normal economic recovery.
millions

of

jobs wil l be

to those generated

And over the decade,

jobs will be available to carry out the task

of building our Nation's industrial might.

-
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The program will benefit all Americans by increasing
the productivity of our workers and industries and
expanding economic output.

Tax

cuts for individuals

increase real incomes of most taxpayers.
pr oposed

liberalization and simplification

incentives and the reduction of employer

taxes

will be valuable to all

to small

businesses,

will

The Administration•s
of investment

Social Security
but

particularly

and minority firms.

The Administration intends to seek legislative action
on

this

program early next year.

The proposed policies

will help shape our Nation•s economic progress

for

many

years and should be considered carefully by Congress.
It would

action in

not be desirable to attempt to hurry legislative
the short time remaining before the national

election.
While the economic measures respond to some of our most
pressing economic

challeng�s,

they are not intended as the

final answer or to be all-inclusive.
continue

The task ahead is
so,

Economic policy must

to meet new circumstances and deal with new issues.
to

build

a better

America.

As we do

all Americans will be able to enjoy the greater bounty

of our

national labor.
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Constant Rate Depreciation
Under

present law , depreciation is computed either under

the asset depreciation range system

("ADR") or based upon facts
ADR provides
and circumstances established by each taxpayer.
guideline lives and allows a taxpayer to use any life varying no
Under the facts
more than 20 percent from the guideline life.

and circumstances approach, taxpayers must establish the useful
life of assets in the taxpayer's business.
Taxpayers must decide
whether.to use the ADR system, the appropriate life to use, and
the method of depreciation, such as straight-line or an accelerated
method.
The Administration will propose to provide a new liberalized
and simplified depreciation system -- constant rate depreciation
("CRD")

--

and a more generous investment tax credit.

Accelerated depreciation, by increasing the rate of return
on new investment and substantially increasing cash flow for firms
investing in new plant and equipment , is the most efficient way
to encourage a substantial increase in private capital investment.
Constant Rate Depreciation provides a substantial simplification
of the depreciation rules, thereby making accelerated depreciation
readily available to all business, both large and small.
The
benefits of accelerated depreciation will be distributed nearly
equally to all assets and industries , thus minimizing distortions.
CRD would be effective immediately , avoiding complicated phase-in
and

adverse

incentive effects.

Depreciation and the investment tax credit will be substantially
liberalized over current rules.
o

Generally the rate of depreciation for equipment will be
up to 40 percent greater than the most favorable deprecia
tion permitted under ADR under present law.
Such rate
will be adjusted to ensure that the allowable depreciation
plus the investment credit will not provide benefits that
To ensure that
are greater than immediate expensing.
the rates continue to reflect changes in the economic
utilization of assets,the Secretary will be given authority
to adjust the rates periodically.

o

·The ·investment credit will be
ment with

a

10 percent for all new equip

life of more than one year.

• ·

'

-

2

-

Depreciation will be vastly simpler than the present
ADR system.

o

The number of asset classes will be reduced to 30.
Most taxpayers will use only two accounts for machinery
and equipment, one for common assets (vehicles and
office furniture), and the other for equipment classified
by industry, such as agriculture, construction,
utilities and various categories of manufacturing.

o

A single depreciation rate for each class will replace

the need to choose useful life and method.
o

Taxpayers will not need to establish separate accounts
for each year.
Instead, all assets purchased -- new
or used -- will be added to one open-ended account for
each class.

·CRD will
A separate

apply to industrial and commercial real estate.
account will be established for each building.

The CRD system will be fully effective and required for all
assets placed in service after December 31, 1980.
To allow
flexibility in use of deductions, for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1980, the net operating loss carryover
period will be increased from 7 to 10 years.
This

will cost $6.3 billion in CY

'81

($2.8 billion in FY

'81)
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8/21/80

. '•

Refundable Investment Tax
Under
by

the

present law the

firm's

Credit

10% investment tax credit is limited
The investment tax

tax liability.

credit can be

used to offset 100 percent of the first $25,000 of tax liability
plus 90 percent of the remainder(70
percent in 1980 and 80
percent

Thus, those firms who cannot use all their
in 1981).
credits must carry the unused credits back 3 years or forward 7 years.
The· 'Administration will

to make refundable thirty percent of

unused investment tax credits for investments placed in
service after December 31, 1980.
The portion of the investment
credit which is not refundable will be added to the investment
credit c arryover and will be available
provisions of current law.
This
equipment

change

will boost the incentive for investment in new

by reducing the uncertainty

of the credit.

for use under the

Immediate tax

industries unable

about the utilization

relief will be provided

to use the inves�ent credits they

to those
will

generate

in 1981.
Rapidly growing firms, firms experiencing cyclical
downturns, and newly org anized firms with start-up losses typically
are not able to use all
of

of

refundability will be

electric

utilities,

their credits.

primary

The major beneficiaries

metal manufacturers (e.g.

railroad transportation,

steel),

and automobile

manufacturers.
This

will cost $2.4

billion in CY 19Bl

($200 million in FY 1981).
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Exclusion for Americans Working Abroad

The

u.

and less

s.

export community considers that more generous

complex tax treatment for Americans working abroad is

essential to u.
Therefore

s.

competitiveness abroad.

the Administration

proposes to make Americans

employed abroad.in areas exempt from tax on the first $25,000
of foreign earned income plus 60 percent of the next $60,000
(a

total exemption of $61,000 for persons earning $85,000 or

more) .

No

credit or deduction will be

taxes on the exempt income.
for places where the
allowance for U.

S.

allowed for

State Department authorizes a hardship
Government

employees of 10

All of the Middle East will qualify,
more.
countries, Bermuda, the Bahamas, Hong Kong,
Africa

will

law will
the

new

foreign

The exemption will be provided

not qualify.

percent or

and all OECD
Rio and South

The special deductions of present

continue for Americans working abroad in areas where
exclusion does not apply.

The proposal is targeted to places where a financial
incentive is needed to get Americans to work,
where the
the

level of public services is low.

proposal will preserve the

ship basis.
high

same

time

of taxation on a citizen

The ceiling will prevent abuse by

those with very

incomes.
The proposal costs

FY

principle

typically places

At the

1981) .

$200 million in CY 1981

($100 million in

tl/27/t!O

-5Change in Regu1·a:tJon:s for: Subchapter S

Corporations

Under current law subchapter S corporations, which are
treated like partnerships, now ar� limited to 15 shareholders.
Audit changes at the corporate level may be challenged
separately by shareholders.
The Administration will

propose

an

increase in

the

permissible number of subchapter

S shareholders from 15
S corporations with more than

to

25.

15

shareholders will be binding

Audits of subchapter

This

increase

on the shareholders.

in the permissible number of shareholders

will encourage the formation of small corporations.
In
order to minimize litigation involving the larger number of
shareholders,
This

one audit will

bind all taxpayers involved.

will cost less than

$50

million in lost revenues.

- -·

-·
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B/27/80
-6Amortization o·f New Business Startup Costs

Under

current

law expenses incurred prior to establishing

a new business are not deductible since they are not incurred
in carrying on a trade or business or while engaging in
a profit-seeking activity.

Further,

these costs can be

recovered only when the business is sold or terminated.
The Administration will propose to make new business
startup costs deductible over a period of not less than

60 months, beginning when the new business starts.
Eligible expenditures must be incurred in creating or

acquiring a trade or buisness.
The expenditure must be
one which would be deductible if incurred in the expansion
of an existing business.
This will encourage

formation of

new businesses and

decrease controversy and litigation under present law
for many such businesses.
This

will cost

$100 million in CY 1981.
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Regulation Reform
Regulation reform is an important element in supply and
structural policies to promote healthy economic growth with
less inflationary strains and pressures and to improve our
productivity performance.
There are two parts to this effort.
First is reducing or
eliminating unneeded economic regulations that serve only to
restrict competitition and/or that mandate arbitrary and
productivity-lowering practices. The second is making necessary
health, safety and environmental regulations more efficient and
cost-effective. Over the past three and one-half years the Carter
Administration has taken major steps in both these areas.
o

Far-reaching deregulation or regulation reform is
underway for airlines, trucking, railroads, the banking
and thrift industries, energy, and communications.
Transportation, communications, and finance
industries encompasses the connections -- physical,
informational, and financial -- that link the various
strands of our economy together.
The effects of de
regulation in these industries will spread far beyond
their own boundaries.
Trucking reform alone is estimated
Energy deregulation has
to save $8 billion per year.
helped reduce our dependence on foreign oil.

o

The Administration has set up a new management system
to improve regulatory practices. Under E.O. 12044
agencies take cost considerations into account when
Costs and benefits of major
regulations are designed.
rules are analyzed, along with alternative approaches
to encourage'selection of the most cost-effective route
to the regulatory goal; outmoded rules must face "sunset"
and rules must be written in plain English.

o

The President established a Regulatory Council, composed
of all the regulatory agencies, to provide advance notice
arid a comprehensive calendar of upcoming important
regulation and to minimize overlap, duplication, and
inconsistencies among regulations.

These actions have built a solid base of regulatory reform.
Continuation and expansion of these efforts will allow our
economy to grow without the shortages and bottlenecks that create
inflationary pressure.
The Administration is committed to making this program
permanent and expanding it to the independent �egulatory agencies.
We will continue to push for passage of bills to reduce the
regulatory burden on small businesses, cut the Government
paperwork imposed on the private sector, and put the overall
In addition, we will
regulatory management program into law.
increase the use of innovative, market-oriented techniques to
cut the cost of achieving regulatory goals.

8/27/8 0
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Invest::Irent in Scientific Research and Technological Developrent
Technological advance and innovation have accounted for much of
the econanic grONth of the United States in this century.
The fostering of
technology and innovation is an essential element in maintaining the inter
national competitiveness of this country.
In late 1979, the .Administration sent the Congress a number of measures
to encourage industrial innovation.
These actions, dealing with institutional
barriers such as patent, procurerrent, antitrust, and regulatory problems,
were proposed as an important first step in fostering the nation's campetitive
capability and entrepreneurial spirit in the decades ahead.
The tax measures announced today are an additional step to achieve the
same end in the near tenn.
Hc:Mever, the Administration recognizes that,
in addition to tax measures, further budget increases in support of science
and technology are essential to long-tenn economic growth.
The Administration
is therefore affinning its carrnitrrent to maintaining 3% real gravth in support
of basic research. In the current (1980) fiscal year, this totals $4.5 billion
across all major agencies.
The Administration will recommend a total of $600 million in additional
budget authority for FY 1981 and 1982 to assure 3% grONth in Federal spending
for basic research and to support the other measures proposed.
The program
matic details will be announced as part of the President's 1982 Budget.
In
the interim, the Administration will consult with scientists and engineers in
universities and elsewhere to refine the details of these programs.
A number of specific initiatives will be undertaken to stimulate
research and to improve its vitality.
These include efforts to enhance
collaborative research arrong universities, industry and goverrnrent; and

to foster generic research affecting several industries.
As a complementary effort, the Administration is also proposing to
initiate a program to upgrade university science and engineering facilities.

Finally, in recognition of the importance of small high-teChnology
finns as the source of innovative processes and products to advance the
productivity of U.S. industry, the Administration plans to develop and
expand programs to assist this sector of the economy.
These will include
expanding the National Science Formdation small business innovation research
·

grant program that provides seed money for research on concepts not yet
ready to compete for venture capital.

8/27/80
-9Strengthening the National Transportation System

The transportation of goods and people, efficiently and
at low cost, is essential to renewed industrial development
and a continuing strong economy.
Since the beginning of this
Administration we have expanded Federal funding for transporta
tion by almost 100 percent, to $23 billion in the President's
FY 1981 budget.
Administration proposals providing for major
funding increases for Federal mass transit, air transportation
and railroad assistance programs are currently pending before
Congress.
Action on this legislation for expanded transportation
infrastructure investment is an essential element of the
Administration's overall economic revitalization program.
We
urge the Congress to approve the necessary authorizations and
the related funding requests.
While the mass transit and air
transportation authorizing legislation are proceeding toward
enactment, rail legislation is moving very slowly.
Present Federal railroad assistance has financed rehabi
litation on critical track facilities where maintenance had
been too long deferred.
Under the Administration's proposed
.$1.5 billion Railroad Restructuring Assistance Act, financing
for rail improvements and rehabilitation on Class I railroads
(except Conrail) in the Midwest and elsewhere would be
targeted to achieve a more efficient and viable rail system,
through rail re�tructuring (acquisition, consolidation, mergers)
and associated labor protection aid.
We are currently seeking $25 0 million of the funds for
this new program for urgently needed projects in FY 1981.
When the Congress acts on this critical legislation, to allow
investment in railroads where it is most needed, the President
will seek additional 1981 funding of up to $200 million.
Today, the President is proposing additional steps.
Our
aging national highway system--a critical component of the
distribution network of our economy--requires increased
investment in restoration, repair and rehabilitation projects.
Preservini this system must be a high priority of any program
designed to strengthen our nation's infrastructure.
Funding
increases targeted on those elements most important to
supporting renewed industrial development will be a central
feature of the Administration's 1982 highway bill.
In the
meantime, we will propose some increase in the 1981 Federal
aid highway obligation level.

-10-

In a related action, we will also recommend an increase
in the Interstate transfer grant program for 1981.
This
program

funds

highway and mass transit projects that are

substituted for interstate highways at local option.
We
demand
for
these
funds
to
continue
to
be
strong
as
expect
statutory deadlines approach for completing Interstate
segments or transferring the funds to other projects.
We
intend that a significant portion of these a dditional funds
be used for mass transit-substitute projects.
The Administration will propose 1981

transportation

program increases totaling $600 million.
Further transporta
tion funding increases for future years will be recommended
as a result of a comprehensive review of our nation's
transportation system now in progress in the Department of
Transportation.
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Investment in Energy

Security

Energy conservation is a keystone of the Administration's
energy

policy

and a critical element in assuring the continued

growth of the economy.
Both the private and national benefits
of increased conservation investments are large in view of
rapidly
tion

rising energy prices.

today

provides for a

Investment in energy conserva

growing and more flexible economy.

During the past three years,
committed more than

the Federal

Government has

$150 billion to energy and related

investments over the next decade to help ensure stable sources
of supply.

Through phased decontrol of oil and new natural

gas

the Administration has stimulated substantial

prices,

new investment in exploration and
energy

sources.

production of conventional

The newly enacted Synthetic Fuels Corporation

provides the means to assist American industry in the develop
ment of

domestic fuels for the future.

Tax

credits,

direct

assistance and loan subsidies are now available to homeowners,
farmers

and businesses of all sizes for conservation

energy investments.

The energy

conservation

and solar

measures

outlined

below will accelerate the attainment of our national energy
goals,

provide economic growth and provide critically needed

jobs.
Solar Energy and Conservation Bank.
signed into law,

The

Bank,

just

will provide significant subsidies

to moderate and low-income homeowners and renters and
to commercial firms.

Additional funding will permit

the Bank to assist without delay those who seek its
help in making energy saving investments.
Public Housing Weatherization.

The

Federal

Government,

through the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
owns some

1.2

million public housing units.

conservation investment benefits those

Additional
who live in

these units and reduces the long-term Federal cost of
maintaining them.
Federal··Building Weatherization.
The Federal Government owns and operates large numbers
of buildings.

We propose to increase

these facilities,

investments in

thereby helping to ensure that these

buildings meet high standards of energy efficiency.

-12�.

Schools and Hospitals Weatherization.
increase

Federal

We propose to

support for the weatherization of

schools and hospitals.

U.S.schools and hospitals

are now facing sharply rising energy costs,
translate into higher medical and
By making

these

which

education bills.

facilities more energy efficient,

the nation can increase energy efficiency and reduce
inflation.
Low-income Weatherization.

The final element of this

program is to further expand DOE's low-income
weatherization program, which can provide for weatheriza
tion of thousands more homes over the next two years.
We will
totaling

recommend

funding

$975 million in 1981.

increases for

these

programs
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President's Economic

Revitalization

Board

Although the strength of the American economy derives primarily
from private industry, the economic world of the 198_0' s is vastly
To respond effectively
more complex than that of earlier times.
to the economic challenges we face, it is increasingly
important for government and industry to join forces and
cooperate in ventures that require the skills and resources
of both.
Repeatedly,

the Administration has relied upon close

consultation with labor and management to resolve difficult
and

controversial economic problems.

steel,

and

automobile industries,

cooperation

In the coal,

government-industry

has provided solutions to otherwise insurmountable

difficulties.
To reinforce cooperation between government and the private
sector in dealing with the complex issues of industrial
policy,

the

President will establish a new,

President's Economic Revitalization Board,
representatives of industry,
The

Board

labor,

high-level,
comprised of

and the

public .

will advise the President on the broad range of

issues involved in the on-going process of revitalization.
It will be requested to make specific recommendations to the
President

on the establishment of an industrial development

Such an authority would provide financial
authority.
assistance for industrial development and economic revitalization
in areas in

transition,

high unemployment,
The

Board

authority,

or,

affected by
if needed,

industrial dislocation or

to remove industrial bottlenecks.

will recommend the form of organization for the
its responsibilities,

activities,

·

and funding levels.

In so doing, it will consider the extent to which existing
economic development activities throughout the government
shou!d
To

be encompassed by the

perform

its functions,

new

authority.

the authority would mobilize both

public and privat� resources,

including federal,

state,

and

local monies, private capital and resources of pension funds.
Its programs would be coordinated with state and local
development functions.

The authority would be subject to

annual budget control.
Other matters on which the Board will advise the President
include:
o

ways to improve the skills of American workers to
meet the needs of the coming decades;

b

ways in which to comply with the social goals of
regulations while minimizing compliance costs and
maximizing industry productivity.
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Countercyclical

Revenue

Sharing

An expanded industrial development program and
the targeted investment

tax credit will stimulate private

sector economic development in communities
economic difficulties.
Federal

In addition,

fiscal assistance

enables these communities
to promote local
Therefore,
Countercyclical

to those

we

undergoing

must increase

areas.

Such funding

to maintain the services

needed

economic development.

the Administration will propose a
Revenue

$1 billion

Sharing program in FY 1 981 ,

assure that harmful temporary reductions

to

in service levels

do not take place.
The Administration currently has pending a
budget request for 1 981 ,
Payments.
request.

$500 million

for Transitional Assistance

This new proposal is a substitute for that

8/27/80
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Targeted
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Investment Tax Credit

In order to attract new investment to areas suffering a
declining industrial base and high una�ployment the Administration
will propose to allow an additional 10 percent investment credit
for qualifying investments in these areas.
The Commerce Department
will be authorized to issue certificates of necessity for up to
billion of additional investment credit each year (up to $10
billion of investment).
to

the bonus credit,

In certifying

$1

investments entitled

the Commerce Department will be required

to consider the extent to which the investment will provide
opportunities and contribute to the economic base of areas

job

suffering from economic decline.
The

bonus credit will be refundable.

The tax basis of the

certified equipment for purposes of computing depreciation will be
Certificates
reduced by the additional investment credit.
of necessity will expire if after five years from the date
of issue the plant or equipment has not been placed in
Areas will be designated for the additional investment
service.
credit for a period of five years.
The targeted investment tax credit will assist declining
areas to attract the new investment necessary to revitalize
the economic base and provide employment opportunities.
Limiting the credit to investments certified by the 'Commerce
Department will ensure that the subsidy only goes to projects
most likely to contribute to the development of the distressed
areas

and

that budget costs are kept

This will

cost

under control.

$200 million in CY 1981.
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Unemployment Compensation - Federal Supplemental Benefits

The unemployment compensation system currently provides
assistance

to unemployed workers throughout the country --

in a

program designed to offset automatically the effects of recession
on those who have lost their

However,

jobs.

the effects of unemployment are often felt unevenly,

concentrated in certain industries and regions.

Workers unemployed

under these circumstances may face a prolonged need for assistance,
beyond the period in which they receive regular
extended

(up to 39 weeks)

Therefore,

(26 weeks)

or

of unemployment benefits.

the Adm inistration is proposing a temporary

Federal Supplemental Benefits

(FSB)

program.

This new program

will provide an additional 13 weeks of unemployment compensation
payments to workers in high unemployment states who use up their
entitlement to regular and extended unemployment compensation
benefits.

We will request $744 million funding in the 1981

budget for this purpose.

FSB benefits will be financed with

General Fund revenues rather than with dedicated, unemployment
insurances taxes.'
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Industrial Development Assistance
The

Carter Administration's emphasis on stimulating economic

development

has already resulted in an increase of

$2

billion

in funding for economic development programs--nearly a
40 percent increase since the beginning of this Administration.
This includes a new
program to

In addition,
promote

million Urban

$675

Development Action

Grant

stimulate private investment in distressed areas.
we have more than

small

business,

these efforts,

doubled

to nearly

$800

funding for programs to
million.

To expand upon

and to promote additional employment and invest

ment in regions facing di�l6cations of industrial change, the
President's 1981 budget already proposes restructuring and
redirecting the Economic Development Administration:
A new
development financing program will help stimulate industrial
adjustment,

through

an increase in the EDA program level from

billion in 1980 to

$0.6
urges

prompt

$1.7

billion in 1981.

The Administration

enactment of this proposed EDA development financing

initiative.
B uilding on this record,

the

a further expansion of Federal

President is today recommending

economic and industrial

assistance to

create productive job opportunities in industries and regions hard
hit

by industrial change.

program increases of

The Administration proposes additional

$1 billion

in 1981 and

provide additional loan guarantees,
loans and interest subsidies,
investment

$2

billion in 1982

development

to attract private

funds to distressed

grants,

to

direct

development

areas.

Further, the President will propose formation of an Industrial
Development Authority to h elp mobilize public and private
resources

to restoring industrial development in areas affected

by industrial dislocation.
Projects funded by the Authority
would be required to meet a private market test and stringent
standards of economic viability.

The Authority

would be subject

to annual budget control.
The Administration will announce future details of this
proposal after considering the
Industrial

Revitalization

recommendations of the National

Board.

.

.

-18Investment in Human Resources
More than 8 million jobs have been created during this
Administration.

We have targeted direct Federal resources

upon

the most disadvantaged,

work

experience.

providing expanded training and

Federally-supported private industry councils

have become partners of CETA prime sponsors in building
fruitful work experiences and developing private sector
jobs.
A $2 billion Youth Initiative, combining programs
of the

Department of Labor and the Department of Education

to assist disadvantaged youth

to break free from the

unemployment and hopelessness that too many experience,
nearing
We

believe that such targeted steps are important to

improving the
decade
labor

both

functioning of

our labor market.

During the next

the structure of the labor force and the kind of

demanded will change.

effort

by government,

skills

have

become

We need to

embark

on a cooperative

labor and industry to retrain workers whose

obsolete and to open up well-paying

thousands of workers who would
well

is

enactment by the Congress.

otherwise

jobs to

be consigned to work

below their productive potential.
Therefore,

investment

of

the.following

we are recommending an additional Federal

$660 million over the next two years,

in

human resources programs:

Positive Assistance Demonstration Program:

The

Department of Labor will undertake about one dozen
pilot projects across the country to devise
incentives for retraining
making

industrial sectors.
begin

or

relocating workers

the transition from declining to growing
These demonstration projects will

in 1981 and continue through 1982.

demonstration programs are successful,
the

If these

as we expect,

President will propose a full-scale program

that offers dislocated workers throughout the Nation
similar training and assistance.
Expanded Training Opportunities:
and IIC of the CETA program,

Under Titles IIB

a broad range of

employability-development and skill-training
services are currently provided to economically
disadvantaged, unemployed workers.
We recommend
expanding these services in 1981 to focus on
persistent skills shortages and areas of
expected long-term job expansion.

On-the-job

training in expanding industries will be
emphasized wherever possible.

8/27/80
_-19Credit

for Social

Security

Taxes Paid

In January 1981 the social security tax rate is scheduled
to increase from 6.13

to 6.65

percent

for employees and

for

employers.
To offset this increase individuals and businesses will be
permitted an income tax credit equal to 8 percent

of

social

security taxes paid.
The credit will be nonre fundable to individuals,

although

a liberalization of the earned income tax credit is proposed
to compensate the lower income parents covered by social security.
The credit will be refundable to employers,
State
will

by the amount of the credit.
The credit

of

for social security taxes paid will

the years 1981 and 1982

during

social security_financing will

which time the

roughly an 0.2

the rate of inflation by the fourth
This will cost $12.8

1981).

be in effect

broader issues

be addressed.

The proposed credit will reduce.labor costs.
a modest anti-inflationary effect,
in

Businesses

be requi=ed to reduce the deduction for social security

taxes

for

including

and local governments and nonprofit institutions.

billion in CY

quarter

1981

of

This should have
percent reduction

1981.

($3.8 billion in

FY

8/27/80
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Earned Income Tax Credit
Under present law taxpayers with.dependent children may
claim an earned income credit equal to 10 percent of the first
$5,000 of earnings.
As income increases between $6,000 and

$10,000, the credit is phased out at a 12.5 percent rate.
The earned income credit is refundable.
The Administration propose to increase the rate of the
earned income credit to 12 percent of the first $5,000 of
earnings.
The credit will be phased out as income increases
from

$7,000 to $11,000.
The increase in the earned income

credit will more than

compensate for the social security tax increase for low-income
A liberalized earned income
taxpayers with dependent children.
credit is'an important element of the President's welfare reform
bill.
This will cost $900 million in CY 1981.

(0 i� FY

'81)

\ ,,

-

21

-
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11Marriage Penalty ..
Under present law,

Reduction

married couples are treated as one

tax unit and are subject to the joint rate schedule.

Single

individuals and heads of households are subject to different
As a result, where both husband and wife have
rate schedules.
income they may pay higher taxes than if they were single.
This
higher tax is known as the "marriage penalty...
There is
no marriage penalty if only one spouse has income or if they
earn widely differing amounts.
To

reduce the marriage penalty,

the Administration will pro

pose to provide.a special deduction for a

working spouse.

It

will be 10 perc�nt of the first $30,000 of earnings of the spouse
The maximum deduction will be $3,000.
with the lower earnings.
Providing a special deduction for two-earner families
will reduce the marriage penalty without at the same time
increasing the penalty against single persons (that is, without
increasing the amount of additional taxes a single person pays
compared to the taxes paid by a one-earner family with the
same income).

The deduction for two-earner families will maintain joint
fi�ing and is thus far simpler (and less costly) than the

The number of returns
proposal for optional separate returns.
experiencing a marriage penalty and the penalty amount will
decline at each income level under this approach.
This will cost
FY

1981).

$4.7 billion in CY 1981

($300 million in

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 23,

1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

�

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

Economic Program

ElGct�ost31tlc Copy Msd*

po�s3
for f�eGaqvat!on f'lu!j

It is important as you review the EPG Memorandum to also have in
mind the

likely

reaction of the general public and our key

constituencies.
The heart of the EPG program being recommended to you is basically
a sound and sensible policy,

and it will enable us to have a
How

significant industrial and tax program on which to campaign.
ever,

the program does have gaps which I believe will create serious

problems with your basic constituencies.
why

that is likely to be so,

Seen

Let me briefly summarize

and how I would remedy the problem.

from the priorities of many of our constituents,

essentially

we have:
o

A major tax cut that is more prudent, more carefully
targeted and fairer to low and moderate income taxpayers,
in proportion to the total size of the tax package, than
the Reagan cut.
While our package is proportionately
fairer to moderate-income taxpayers,
its

larger

size,

will provide many

Reagan's because of

with larger dollar amounts.

The amount provided to individuals is very small compared
to the amount provided to business.

Fifty-six percent of the

tax reductions will benefit business in the first year,
to

65% in the out years.

r1s1ng

This could be rectified by scaling

back the very large depreciation aid.
o

A fairly vague commitment to tripartite cooperation through
an Industrial Revitalization Board.

o

Agreement among the EPG principals to recommend spending
(budget authority)

amounting to a total of

$2.9 billion

over fiscal years 1981 and 1982, while tax cuts over that
period will reach an annual level of nearly $40 billion.
If the

"high"

spending options are adopted,

on-budget

initiatives would rise to a two-year total of
or about

$8 billion

$4 billion per year.

A bullet comparison of the tax and spending initiatives contained
in the

EPG

memorandum is attached at TAB A.

'•

;
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I am concerned that adoption of the "low option" spending package
·would lead to the following problems:
Our program will be seen by_mariy as a general tax cut -
and not as an "industrial policy".- Most advocates of
industrial policy, while they:disagree o'n what· should be
�done 1 dO agree that there ShOUld> be SOme SUbStantial degree
of active government ;involvement> in produciil.g·, revitalization.
Organized labor and the Kennedy wing of the Par:ty will have
little to claim as their own.··· Criticism may be muted by the
overriding desire to·"ivin the election.
But there ··is very
little here for labor leaders or civil rights·leaders to use
to energize their constituencies.

o
·

·

On the merits, I believe we would be doing too little to
improve the public capital stock. (particularly our rail,
highway and port system) in ways that are important to
productivity and energy conservation.

o

I believe this option falls far short of the rhetoric in the
Urban League speech and thereafter regarding the creation of
millions of jobs and the development of a ·"major"· training program.
I know that it will be very disappointing to Lane Kirkland, Doug
Fraser and other Labor and civil rights leaders.
Adoption of the "high option" recommendations will help in important
ways:
o

Inclusion of extended unemployment insurance benefits does
give the AFL-CIO and UAW something they-want and need.
It
was the item most persistently,.mentioned by the House Caucus
leadership with whom we met this week.
It is also important
to avoid benefits �apsing between· now and the election in key
industrial states.
DOL has designed a targeted proposal which
will reach only those states and individuals-in greatest need.
But to be effective we must {a) press for immediate enactment
(an exception to our general strategy·of waiting for the next
Congressional session) and {b) ·make sure that we do not target
•the program so sharply that we lose the labor constituency.

0
�I I ••
;

: ,
·
.

.

·

1-

;
··Expansion of EDA Economic: .c1ev�J opinent funding from $600 million
,over two years to $3 bil·�i9il' ovei: 2 y�a:rs'·would provide some
real hope to communities· �'imd. \'I!Orkers<a�fected· -:by industrial
The low opt'ion discussed,-·.in· .the' EPG memorandum
d.tslocatiori.
.. would rely largely on loan . guarimtees to· reach the program
level of $3 billion in FY8l�82'; -as:. a result· the actual budget
authority is quite small, only $19�-�illiori in FY81.
It is
important that our description perm-it the full $3 billion in
buqget authority, thereby leaving a good deal .of room in our
program description to work with labor and other affected groups
be.tween now and January on details of the program�
Lane Kirkland
and Senator Kennedy have some very specific ideas resembling the
·.

__

.. ·;"-

; . ..-:.·

Rohatyn industrial .bank. While we pro}:)ably cannot accep:t
their ideas, we :must
.
leave some, •room·for. discussion
This
is the only direct· i?r.iva,te sect6r r·e,covery ·measure ·contained
in the EPG memo and it·is very·important that 'it be furided
at a level Which gives:. hope t9 thE{ peopJ:'Ei:�· we.·m'!lSf mobili'ze
·
over the next tl:)r.ee_ i!lqnths..
.
...
•

. ·

.

·

..

.

·

The $300 million cont�Ined ·) n. the. ''high Option"· for .-job
training initiatives is important�->· Train•ing·initiatives
were specifically promised,.:il1. the Urban· League; sp
' e·ech.
Although focused on· low ·il1c6tne.·people·,� these·initiatives
also would provide some very 1i
- mited.help to displaced blue
collar workers
,,But.because there is not rriuch we cah do under
existing programs for dislocated _industrial employees,
· it is
also important ·that we -commit (with-no- specific-·budget figure)
to follow on the DOL demonstrations you announced in the auto
policy,· if they work,
with a significant training/relocation/
adjustment program for displaced- industrial workers in 1982.
•

o

.

Finally, expansion of counter�yclical aid to the $1 billion
level is critical to the Mayors and industrial states. Although
no OMB position is stated -in the EPG memo�- Jim Mcin-tyre told
. :is
me that he supports. this measure.. The au:thorization···
.
contained in Jack Brooks 1 revenue sha:r:in�.fbil·l.
We· +obbied
hard with Secretary Miller and\Treqsury·to get-Members to drop
their support for the State share.. in· return for ou:J::'•support for
$1 billion in countercyclical· ass�starice. .While it· :.clearly was
only an authorization, it wd:il be :hard to avoid support for
·funding after asking people to eU,minate the authori
. zation for
the State share. Our budget contains $500 million for· the
Targeted Fiscal Assistance proposal·tjat will not be e11acted.
By reallocating these funds the·$1 billion can be funded at a
cost to our budget of only $500 million�
·

Even if all of the spending initiatives ��e inciuded, our'package will
I. am told that
not be easy to sell to blue-cqllar and> ,liberal groups.
the :,reaction at Anne 1 s bi'iefing· -for business :lobbyists �ho are our
friends wap that the package is' t()o ·heavily- �eighted· to ibusiness.
In
addi:tion, as I mentioned earlier,. we_. are .stibs.ta�tiveHy .weak �n lacking
·a
.
real initiative to improve the national :transportation
system.
.
.
··: ',
.
.
· -Tn- . . the memorandum attached at ·TAB-. B·;.· DOT .re·corruuends ·a package of
- a�spbrtation · systerri'costing $2.6 billion
'short�term investments in.t:l_le.tr
and producing over 76,000 jobs, .as · well
· ·_.as·energy savings_.·- -I recommend
·that:. you include $1.0 billion ·in your :program/\ artcF ins.truct OMB to work
• w ith -DOT
to produce the most eff
- ective program 'mix·�. These woulO. be
.. true irive�tmemts in the infrastruc'ture of·;America,. and also address
.. our i:inmedi'ate concerns.
·

·

'

.

'

•

·.

'

.

•.

'

� •'

'

..

.

.

.. '

•• • \

.
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•

·

·

�
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In the memorandl.;lm attached at TAB .. c-; DOT re c oi:nmerids a majqr study
to- develop a National_ .. Transportation.Irive_stmen.t Strategy for the
198.0 's.
Neil points .out· that .Fed�ral ·.irivestmerifs�"f-n:: transp·ort(ltion
will total $235 billion :over.>:the next1'·10 years:�· 't hat ..state and _ local
·goverriments will ::inves.t. $:'348 . . billion; :·an
' (l··that :·including private
·investment the totai' will ·exceed . _$1._2· > tr il·lion- �·- Neil wants· to .
develop a comprehensive investment pian which'would (a) p ;roject the
. current general aid. programs . {highway�·_ t-ransit;� :··rail·. and · po�ts) in
. an improved manner and ' (bY. . focus. 6n: SPE?Ci<fi:"c<problems a nd ' bottle
necks in the -system .·{e�g-�·, .ne·ed·:f.c>r·bridg�··.repair·Y·which_retard
industrial development. ..While .-.tJ:iis ··effort
. · �ight lead 'to recommenda
tions for increased investmen� in the·outyears, it requires nothing
now -- and I think if made a major part.of·yourannouncemerit it would
strengthen public support.

·.·

·

·

A major concern of the EPG regarding the size of the spending
component is presumably the reaction ·of the bond markets. 'The
financial community would clearly prefer that any increa,sed
expenditures be avoided or held as low as.possible. Wh.i)e no one
can be certain, the investment bankers with whom·we consulted Don ·Marron {president of Blyth, Eastrrian), John Whitehead ,(managing
partner of Goldman I Sachs)--·-did .not believ.e tliat a significant
adverse reaction to a spending package: of· th� magnitude I've
recommended was likely.
Indeed, several weeks-ago the market
Since interest
assumed that a Reagan�level. tax cu.t was:. ,inevitable.
rates already reflect the impact of· Governor<:Reagan's proposals, which
are far more stimulative than anything· we are' considering, . further
adverse reaction is unlikely .
In your Urban League Speech you said of our program:
11It will put American people to work, not.in make-work
jobs, but in modern i zing our American industries, improving
their ability to compete, and expanding ·our exports.
.
It'll put people· to work building�the··facilities that
. we need to conserve more . energ.y / change :_ the way we use
energy, and produce mo r e en ergy.
.. �-.·It,; w±Tl· put mi:.llions
and millions and millions, :of· people back.-to 'work in new jobs,
exciting jobs, stimulating Jobs, · ·�to'make· g
· ur�_Natiori .greater,
stronger, and more secure;··· · -� · It··' 11, put·· people b ack to
work, also, with special prog-rams: of.' distressed areas, to
focus attention on those communities· in "America· where· the
unemployed workers are there and have marketable skills.
And_ if they don't have marketab�e skil·ls, a major part of
.our program to revitalize America· will be to·give them. those
skills.
. We'll weatherize•our·buildings, �private homes
and public buildings, ·improve. ou-r f·acilities-·for exporting
coal.
We' 11 expand mass t:rans:.i:t ·and many·other things that
r.don't have time enough to enunciate to:you now . . ..
•

•

•

.

•

•.

•

·

.
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·
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:
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I do not believe that the current consensus EPG recommendations
With the additional
will be seen as consistent with that pledge.·
recommendations I have made, I believe they will be·.
If you are
that
the
package
overall
would
be
too
large
to
concerned
accommodate these additions, the tax.side could ·be scaled back

.

(e go 1 redUCing depreciatiOn frOm• 4 0% t() 3�0% and" the refundable
tax credit from 30% to 20%}, which would also come close to
making the program a 50%/50% split between business and ·individuals.
•

·(NOTE:

•

I

also believe it is important that .you.name two individuals

of national stature from the business and labor communities to serve
as the Chairman and Co-chairman of the·Industrial Revitalization
Board as part of your announcement.
Governor Carey of New York has
expressed a strong interest in serving on the Board as public member,
and from that position has offered to
support of your program.)

lead·a nationwide campaign in

t

. •· :

•• •

�-
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ECONOMIC PROGRAM
·}

Budgetary

.. 81
..

BA

Low Option

:....

· . .

,,

R&D
EDA
Highways
Energy Weatherization
Solar/Cons. Bank
Public Housing
Federal Building
Schools & Hospitals
Low IncomeJob Training/Vee. Ed.

o'. 3
0.2

0.002

0.1

Subtotal

1.7

1 2

High Option

*

82

..

...

· _

o.s

0.7**

0.3·
···
a.4*
.
·._?

,.

o.4
� **
·,_

:-

.•

(includes Low Option and the following)

EDA (National Indus. Develop Admin)
UI Extension
Job Training****
Title II (B/C)
Title VII (Private Sector)
:�Title IV (Youth
Countercyclical

0.8*
0.7***
0.6

0.5

?

Subtotal

2.6

2.6

Transportation

0.5

0.5

TOTAL

4.8

4.3

1.6*
0.6***
0.4

Loan guarantees expand "program level".
High option would
leave portion for guarantees·unspecified.·
·

:.:.·:
·..-.··· �

***

.
Includes appropriations for some program :within current BA.
Net costs are somewhat lower�

<·.

·

*·*** Does not show budget implications o.f a major expansion.

.·
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FY81

Tax

Con�fant rate depreciation -- 40 pertent
(J�nuary 1, 198l)oooooooooooooooooooo�ooo
-2oB
Refupdable investment tax credit at
_3 0.-�p�rcent ....... .......
....... ... -Oo2
.....'. � .. ...· .; .. -Oo2
-(50. percent . .......
Section 911/913 hardship relief
o � oooooooo -Ool
8 'peicent Gephardt nonrefundable social
s�6ririty credit ooooooooooooooooooooooooo
-3o8
Targeted investment tax credit
M�rriage penalty relief (10 percent exclusion
·· up to $25, 000) oooooooooooooooooooooooooo -0o3
Earned income tax credit -- House Welfare
-----:5-fll_*_ � ......... ....- � .. .. .--�-= � .. -� . � ...
.

.

.

.

.

_ .

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0

0

-

·

0

0

.

.

0

0

0

0

0

.

0

0

0

0

.

-7o3

Percent of tax reduction for business

56%

FY82

.-9o0
-2o4
-4o0)
-Oo3
-19o3
-Oo7
-5o2
-0�9
-37o9

63%
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE

FROM:

SECRETARY OF LABOR

SUBJECT:

Employment and Training Programs
as a Part of the Economic

PRESIDENT

·

Renewal

Policy

I wish to recommend a significant expansion of
employment and training programs as a part of the
economic renewal policy.

This expansion would

involve prudent enrollment increases for existing
employment and training programs,
two

acceleration of

previously planned administration initiatives

and one new program.

I believe

that such an effort

would have the following advantages:
The proposed expansion would specifically
address the structural nature of our current
Thus the program

unemployment problem.

would fit easily into the context of
economic renewal policy.

your

My proposal is

fashioned to improve productivity,

anticipate

emerging skill shortages and set the stage
for economic recovery by developing,
taining,

main

and upgrading worker skills.

The proposed expansion of employment and
training programs suggested below represents
our judgment of the most cost-effective
method of quickly reducing unemployment.
Furthermore multiple national objectives can
be served by such activities as weatheriza
tion and energy related training.

.
.

:.....

·

.

-

2 -

The proposed expansion, which is almost
entirely targeted on the disadvantaged,
would be popular politically, especially
with the unions and disadvantaged/minority
groups.
It would reach those people who
would benefit little if at all from tax
reductions and directly stimulate employment
and maintain incomes among those first and
hardest hit by recession.
The following suggested program was developed by
the Department of Labor after informal consulta
tion with a sample of Employment and Training
Administration (ETA) regional staff and
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)
prime sponsors.
The program levels suggested
represent ETA's best estimate of what the system
can achieve at tolerable levels of stress during
the time period under consideration.
1.

Training

(CETA Title II-B/C)

The funding of training opportunities under CETA
Title II-B would be increased by about $500
million in FY 1981 and the increased program
levels would be sustained in FY 1982.
Title II-B
produces a broad range of employability develop
ment and skill training services to economically
disadvantaged, unemployed workers.
This would
provide for an additional 90,000 service years of
training, which is about a 25 percent increase
over current levels, an increase felt to be
readily sustainable by program operators.
Expanded
training and employability development activities
would focus on persistent skill shortages and
anticipated areas of long term job expansion.
Maximum emphasis would be placed on the use of on
the-job training in expanding industries.
Program
operators would also be encouraged to make maximum
use of the Title II-C authority which allows up to
6 percent of II-B funds to be used for retraining
or upgrading dislocated skill workers.

-

2.

3

-

Structural Public Service
Training (CETA Title II-D

Employment and Training opportunities for the
structurally unemployed under CETA Title II-D
would be expanded by 100,000 slots above the
planned end of FY 1980 level of 240,000 slots.
Expansion would begin at the start of FY 1981 and
proceed at a rate of only 10,000 slots per month
in recognition of the difficulties imposed by the
tight wage restrictions and eligibility criteria
as well as the training requirements imposed on
CETA Title II-D.
Peak expansion will then be
reached by the end of July 1981 and would be sus
tained throughout the remainder of FY 1981 and
FY 1982.
Expansion of Title II-D will serve the important
purpose of providing a tangible down payment on
the creation of jobs for welfare-eligible
families, a major emphasis of this Administration
which commands wide popular support.
Expansion
would build upon the successful features of the
ongoing welfare reform pilot projects and inter
agency coordination projects.
These include
innovative private sector job search assistance
programs for the target population and develop
merit of ''double duty" job and training positions.
This approach develops marketable skills for
participants and promotes other important objec
tives such as weatherization and other forms of
energy conservation, low income housing
rehabilitation, day care services for children
and low income working parents and in-home care
for the elderly.
The estimated cost of the Title II-D expansion

is $585 million in FY 1981 and about $1.1 billion
in FY

-

3.

Special Initiatives

4

-

(CETA Title III)

Title III budget authority would be expanded by
$30 million ln FY 1981 and $52 million in FY 1982.

This would allow expansion of the successful
apprenticeship initiatives programs focusing on
emerging skill shortage areas.
4.

Youth Programs

(CETA Title IV)

The currently planned FY 1981 budget provides
�00 million in Budget Authority and an estimated
$100 million in outlays for special youth programs
The proposal would increase
under CETA Title IV.
BA and outlays in FY 1980 by an additional $300
million.
In FY 1982 the BA and outlay increases
would be about double that amount.
One hundred
million dollars in outlays in FY 1981 would con
tinue to be reserved for planning and phase-in
of the Administration's new youth initiative
planned for full implementation in FY 1982.
The
additional $300 million would be outlayed in
Prime
FY 1981 under the existing youth programs.
sponsors would be encouraged to focus additional

resources on out-of-school youth who will be most
affected by the economic downturn.
5.

Private Sector Initiatives

(CETA Title VII)

The FY 1981 budget for the private sector
initiative program calls for $150 million in BA
and outlays of $360 million in anticipation of a
$210 million carryover from FY 1980.
This will
allow for an aggregate expansion in the program

over the anticipated FY 1980 outlay level of $115
million.
However, prime sponsors who initiated
their PSIP program aggressively in FY 1980 and
expended their full share of the authorized
FY 1980 level of $325 million may now face a
substantial program reduction.
Under this proposal
an additional $75 million in BA in FY 1981 and $250
million in FY 1982 would be made available to
permit maintenance and expansion of all private

- 5 -

sector programs and to insure the momentum of this
major initiative with its important potential pay
off for increasing the relevance and quality of
all CETA programs.

6.

Federal Supplemental Benefits

By the end of August, the Administration will face
substantial pressure to enact an emergency exten
sion of the UI system similar to the Federal
Supplemental Benefit (FSB) program of the 1974-75
recession.
This pressure is likely to stem from
(1) higher unemployment rates and sharply increas
ing exhaustions from the regular UI program; and
(2) the triggering on of the Extended Benefits
program.

I recommend that a new FSB program be proposed
which would include a State trigger, a weeks of
work requirement and a pension off-set requirement.
The specific features would be:
State trigger set at an insured unemployment
rate (IUR) of 6.0 percent and with EB reci
pients not included in the trigger rate.
Moreover, no FSB benefits would be paid
until the national IUR exceeded a threshold
of 5.0 percent in order to limit FSB bene
fits to a national recession.
Weeks of work requirement set at 32 weeks,
so that only workers with 32 or more weeks
in the base period would be allowed to
receive FSB benefits.
Duration limited to an additional 13 weeks
beyond Extended Benefits in order to reduce
the work disincentive effects.
A dollar-for-dollar pension offset in order
to limit the provision of FSB benefits to
retirees.

- 6 -

A work test similar to the work test contained
in the 1977 amendments, requiring that FSB
recipients take any available

job.

Financing by general revenues,

because

the

trust fund balances are not adequate to fund
even a modest FSB program.

In fact, advances

from general revenues will be required to
fund the EB program.
The
be

outlay costs of the recommended program would
about

$744 million in FY 1981 and

in FY 1982.

$617 million

As shown in the following calculation

the net costs, after allowing for savings in the
TAA program, would be about $526 million and

$435

million in FY 1981 and 1982 respectively.
$ million
FY82

FY81
State

Trigger of 6.0 percent

exclude EB from IUR

1,094

913

-241

-205

-109

- 91

-218

-182

$526

$435

Minus weeks of Work
Requirement

(22%)

Minus Pension Requirement
(10%)
Minus TAA Offset

(20%)

Net Program Costs
7.

Worker Dislocation Assistance Demonstrations

The

Department of Labor is committed to spend

$10

million in scarce discretionary money in FY 1981
on Worker Dislocation Assistance Demonstrations.
We, of course, would prefer a regular allocation
for this effort.

For FY 1982

$50 million will be

-
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required to expand and continue the projects in
anticipation of the introduction of a national
The projects are intended to
program in FY 1983.
test various approaches (e.g., training, reloca
tion} of assisting workers who are permanently
dislocated from employment because of factors such
as international trade or structural economic
changes.
A budget summary of my proposal is attached.
Attachment

BUDGET SUMr-1ARY
(Billions of $s)
FY 1982

FY 1981
Program

Pending Budget
Reg;uest

Change

Revised Budget
Request

OMB
Mark

Change

Revised Budget
Reg;uest

Title II-B/C-BA
Outlays

2.117

.500
.250

2.617

2.134

.684

2.818

2.011

2.261

2.027

.650

2.677

Title II D-BA

2.406

.695

3.101

2.597

1.246

3.843

2.312

.613

2.925

2.503

1.147

3.650

.159

.039

.197

.164

.054

.218

.160

.030

.190

.156

.052

.207

1.125

.300

1.425

1.184

.641

1.825

.717

.300

1.017

1.065

.760

1.825

Title VII - BA
Outlays

.150

.075

.225

.150

.250

.400

.288

.060

.348

.150

.200

.350

FSB - BA
Outlays

.000

.744

.000

.000

.744

.744
.744

.000

.617
.617

.617
.617

Dislocation - BA
Assistance DemosOutlays

.000

.010

.010

.000

.050

.050

.050

.050

Outlays
Title III - BA
Outlays
Title IV - BA
Outlays

Total-BA
Outlays

.000

.010

.010

.000

5.957

2.363

8.320

6.229

3.542

9.771

5.488

2.007

7.495

5.901

3.476

9.377
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t1EMORANDUf1 TO:

SUBJECT:

Stuart Eizenstat
Domestic Policy Advisor
Short Term Economic Stimulus

As you are well aware, there is considerable pressure for the Administration
to propose some form of economic stimulus to generate near term employment.
If such a proposal is under consideration, I believe that several existing
programs in the Department of Transportation offer excellent potential and
In addition to their near term employment effects,
should be included.
these programs would also contribute directly to the Administration•s
overall urban, energy and reindustrialization goals and policies.
In assembling this package of transportation actions which could serve as
part of a major job creation proposal, I have emphasized three criteria.
First, requirements for additional legislation must be minimal.
While
most of these projects are dependent on appropriation increases, I believe
Second, project initiation must
prospects for passage would be favorable.
be accomplished within 90 days to deliver near term employment benefits.
Finally, project funds should be targeted to areas of highest unemployment
to the extent possible.
The enclosed rr1ap displays unemployment figures, with shading indicating
states whose levels exceed the national average.
The bulk of program
funding proposed lends itself to targeting to areas of concern, especially
in the Northeast and Midwest.
An added benefit is that these proposed
investments will improve the transportation infrastructure, thereby supporting
longer term strategies for economic development and recovery.
The package of t�ansportation programs that I propose as part of a job
creation initiativ�-is presented below, along with estimates of their
near tenn employment effects.
More detailed descriptions and additional
information are provided in the enclosure.
Less than half of the total,
only $1.26 billion, would be required as new funding.
This is true since
$370 million has already been requested by the President for FY 81 but is
now unlikely to be appropriated by Congress, and since $1.0 billion would
be provided by an increase in the highway obligation ceiling ( restoration
of the ·$350 million March reduction plus an additional $650 million ) .

-2Proposed
Funding Level

Program Element

Estimated
Jobs Created

Federal Highway Administration
-Raise Obligation Ceiling
-Interstate Transfer

$1.000 B
200M

30,600
6,100

Urban Mass Transportation Administration
-Discretionary Capital Grants
-Interstate Transfer (including
METRO)

220M
400M

6,200
10,600

110M

2,400

400M
150M
100M
50M

11,500
4,300
2,500
2,100

$2.630 B

76,300

Coast Guard
-Accelerate Purchase of three
270' Cutters
Federal Rail Administration
-Conrail
-Rail Restructuring
-Amtrak
-Northeast Corridor
Total

These funds could be sought as part of a larger government-wide economic
stimulus effort or they could be made available separately.
In any event,
I believe that the accelerated funding proposed for these programs could
provide t he flexibility to target substantial new near term jobs to high
unemployment areas, w hile simultaneously advancing other important national
goals.

����
William J. Beckham, Jr.
Acting Secretary

Enclosures

Unemployment Figures by State, June 1980
(Shaded States Exceed the 7.8% National Average)

N.DAK

�.o

SOAK

.].9
NEBR.

COLO.
KANS.

N. MEX.

'/. '!

.

1----. OKLA
TEX.

'i'.l

IP.O

HAWAII
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*

indicates July 1980 figure, seasonally adjusted

TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS PROPOSED FOR
SHORT TERM ECONOMIC STIMULUS
FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM
- Increase the-obligation ceiling by $1.0 billion for the Federal Aid
Highway Account for FY 1981 to a $9.4 billion level. This would restore
the $350 million reduction made last March to our budget request and add a
$650 mi11 ion increment. Because of the fonnula· apportionment nature of the
program, it is impossible to target funds to specific geographic areas so
employment impacts would be widely dispersed. However, funds could be
directed to specific categories of desirable projects if appropriation
language can be obtained to earmark funds. The type of projects that are
most labor intensive and require the shortest start-up time, such as highway
resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation projects (3R) and certain
types of transportation systems management (TSM) projects,are also
those which produce the greatest energy savings.
- Increase appropriations by $200 million for Interstate Highway
substitute highway projects. These funds could be used to advance ready
to-go highway projects in cities with current entitlements. Funds could
be targeted to a major extent to areas of high unemployment, including
New York City, Hartford, Chicago, Cleveland and Portland.
MASS TRANSIT
- Increase appropriations for Section 3 capital grants for FY 81.
Assuming an even compromise between the House and Senate authorization levels,
room will exist for an additional $220 million to meet the Administration's
budget request. Funds could be targeted to those larger metropolitan areas
with rail transit systems and could be used to expand bus production by
manufacturers in Michigan and Ohio.
- Increase appropriations by $400 million for Interstate Highway
substitute transit projects. All or most of these funds could be directed
to cities in areas of high unemployment primarily for modernization,
rehabilitation and expansion of rail transit systems. Specific areas could
include New York and Northern New Jersey, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
and Washington, D.C.
COAST GUARD
- $11Qmillion would be used to accelerate procurement of three 270'
cutters, to complete the package of nine ships for which bids were recently
received from Rhode Island, Alabama, Washington and a few others. Those bids
are currently being evaluated and it is anticipated that an award will be
made by early September.
·

-

2
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RAILROADS
- Increase Conrail funding by $400 million to reinstitute deferred main
tenance and rehabilitate port facilities.
Employment effects would be felt
throughout the Midwestern and·Northeastern states with high unemployment
levels.
- Obtain

$150 million for rail restructuring above levels currently expected

from Congress to meet the Administration's full budget request.
Funds
would be used for deferred maintenance and other system improvements.
Consolidation of facilities will increase mainline freight densities and
improve efficiency.
Employment impacts will be focused on Midwest,
states
such
�s Illinois and Arkansas.
benefiting
- Accelerate AMTRAK station improvements and equipment overhaul by
This labor intensive work associated with passenger
station upgrading and refurbishing and rolling stock overhaul could be
directed almost exclusively to the high unemployment states in the Midwest
and Northeast.

$100 million in FY 81.

- Increase Northeast Corridor funding by $50 million to accelerat�
scheduled deferred maintenance and other corridor improvements and finance
highly labor intensive right of way clean up.

c
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Bertram W. Carp
Domestic Policy Staff
The White House
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FROM

\

Neil Goldschmidt

v

SUBJECT

"

�

'"'-�
::::::::::::::··:

National Transportatioh Investment Strategy

During the past eight months I have had the opportunity to review the status
of the national transportation system.
The basic infrastructure is in place
and programs exist which will, with modifications which embrace changing
conditions and priorities within the Federal government, the States and cities,
continue to keep our basic system working well.
I am concerned, however,
that major needs and opportunities are being overlooked by our traditional
programs.
For the period 1981-1990, the Federal government will spend approximately
$235 billion on domestic transportation, excluding new programs and needs
which arise during that period which are currently unknown or poorly under
stood.
During this same period the nation will be required - as the President's
address on reindustrialization and economic policy will point out - to address

productivity, a continued decrease in petroleum imports, an increase in U.S.
exports, the more efficient movement of goods, and the stabilization of our
industrial base, particularly the auto industry and the industries touched by
that industry. I wholeheartedly support this action by the President.

In order for us to accomplish these things over the next months, particularly
in the national transportation system, I would like to request your concurrence
in an effort lead by the Department of Transportation, to identify a program
of national transportanon mvestments which need to be made in this decade
to accomplish the ·Immediate and long-range transportation-related elements
contained within the President's economic message.
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Such an effort would require the joint efforts of this Department, the Economic
Dev_elopment AdminjstraJ:.ion, MarAd and the Corps of Engineers.
We would,
working together, develop a national transportation program of investments
which would effect significant efficiencies in all types of surface freight
movement in the United States, e.g., highway bottlenecks, connections at
port facilities with highway and rail, locks and dams, dredging needs to
expedite opening of coal and other commodity movements, bridges to essential
locations or resources, and institutional bottlenecks and alternatives available
to resolve such difficulties.
I propose that a working group composed of

.... .... .
.. . .... . .... .

..

.
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those agencies be established by the President or an appropriate member of
the Executive Office, with the Department of Transportation as the lead
agency.
I am well aware that the institutional setting in which the Department of
Transportation now operates does not favor this kind of problem-specific
Nonetheless, I feel that it is imperative that we start to develop
approach.
My specific suggestion is that the
our plans and policies along these lines.
Administration develop a transportation investment strategy for the next ten

::::::::r:::::

years.

,____

This would be in the form of a comprehensive transportation investment plan
It would consist of two major
covering all areas of infrastructure spending.
One would be a forward projection of the general aid program (hUrhway,
parts.
The
transit, rail and airports) in something resembling their current forms.
otner part would focus on specific problems and bottlenecks that the Federal
government must deal with directly.
national goals for economic revival.

:::::::::::::.

These projects would be related to

The methodology for development of such a strategy would be worked out
with the Office of Management and Budget in advance of beginning formulation
of a strategy and would integrate the Federal program with private sector
investments and long-term economic projections.
This approach would allow
planned Federal procurement decisions to be matched with private sector
investments and would be the basis of a direct and on-going relationship

r:::.·.·::r:::.·.
-- ....
-� .... -
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:-.-::.-::::::::

between. the private sector and the Executive Branch.
Once endorsed by the President, such a plan would be presented to the
Congress and the public as a major part of the Administration's overall
strategy for national recovery.
Publication of the ten-year strategy would
serve at least two useful purposes.
One would be to give the public a clear
sense of the Administration's second-term goals both for transportation and
for industrial policy.
The second would be to demonstrate to Congress the
value of transportation planning on the basis of pinpointed problems and
This could pave the way for
solutions as well as on general programs.
eventual legislation that would establish a discretionary program that would
allow the Federal government to deal with specific transportation problems
of high national priority.

r::::::::::.·. · .

I would expect this work to conclude sometime in early January and ultimately
be used to present a proposal to the President, including appropriate actions,
for the implementation of a national transportation investment strategy in
the second term.
Such an effort, to be effective, would require my direct participation and
the commitment of substantial time and personnel resources within participating
agencies for the development of such a program.
I am convinced of the
need and I am willing to direct efforts in the development of such a program.
I look forward to discussing this proposal with you at an early time.
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U.S.

TRANSPORTATION ·INVESTMENTS,

( In

billions of

Purpose or

Highway
Aviation
Railroad s

dollars )

1979

State and
Federal

Program

1981-90

Local

$135

$319

18

5

4

P rivate

Total

$454
$ 94

117

114

118

t·ia ritime

10

5

50

62

Public T ransit

69

19

2

90

Autos

933

933

T rucks

336

336

36

36

1

1

$1 ,565

$2,146

Pipelines
Intercity Bus

Total

(1ess

autos )

$235

$348

($235)

($348)

($633)

($1,213)

U.S. TRANSPORTATION· INVESTMENTS,
(In billions of

Pu1·pose or
Program

Highway

1 979

dollars)

T otal
($billions)

$454

Aviation

1 17

Railroads

11 8

Maritime

62

Public Transit

90

Autos

933

Trucks

336

Pipelines
Intercity Bus

TOTAL

(less autos)

1 981 -90

36
1
$2,1 46
($1 ,21 3)

U.S. TRANSPORTATION· INVESTMENTS, 1981-90
(In billions of 1979 dollars)

Public
Federal
State & Local

Private
( 1 ess autos)

Total
( 1 ess autos)

($billions)

$ 235
58 2

1 ,565

( 632)
$2,1 46
($1 ,21 3)

FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION INVESTI·1ENT PROGRAM

Department of Transportation
o

Highways:

construction grants to states

o

Aviation:

construction grants for airports

o

Railroads: Conrail, NEC, Amtrak, construction loans

o

Mass Transit:

o

Airways:

construction grants, equipment grants

facility construction and equipment acquisition

Maritime Administration (Department of Commerce)
o

Ships:

construction subsidies, capital construction fund;
mortgage guarantee program

o

Ports:

planning studies

Corps of Engineers (Department of the Army)
o

Ports:

channel dredging

o

Inland/intercoastal waterways:

construction of locks, dams,
levees, etc., dredging of channels

Economic Development Administration (Dept. of Commerce)
o

Ports:

shoreside facility construction grants

o

Terminals:

construction grants

